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ProloguePrologue 

Seth knew the moment Aislinn slipped into the house; the slight rise in temperature would’ve told 

him even if he hadn’t seen the glimmer of sunlight in the middle of the night. Better than a lantern. 

He smiled at the thought of his girlfriend’s likely reaction to being called a lantern, but his smile fled 

a heartbeat later when she came into his doorway. 

Her shoes were already gone. Her hair was loosened from whatever arrangement it had been 

forced into for the Summer revels she’d been at earlier that night. With Keenan. The thought of her 

in Keenan’s arms made Seth tense. She had these all-night dances with the Summer King every 

month, and try as he might, Seth was still jealous. 

But she’s not with him now. She’s here. 

She unfastened the bodice of an old-fashioned dress as she stared at him. “Hey.” 

He might’ve spoken; he wasn’t really sure. It didn’t matter. Not much did in these moments, 

just her, just them, just what they meant to each other. 

The rest of the dress fell away, and she was in his arms. He knew he didn’t speak then, not with 

sunlight like warm honey against his skin. The Summer Court revel had ended, and she was here. 

Not with him. With me. 

The monthly revels weren’t mortal-friendly. Afterward, she came to him, though, too filled with 

sunlight and celebration to simply sleep, too afraid of herself to stay with the rest of the Summer 

Court all night. So she came to his arms, sun-drunk and forgetting to be as careful with him as she 

was on other nights. 

Fragile eternity
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She kissed him, and he tried to ignore the tropical heat. Orchids, a small ylang-ylang tree, and 

golden goddess branches clustered in the room. The perfumed scents were heavy in the humid air, 

but it was better than the waterfall a few months ago. 

When she was here, in his arms, the consequences didn’t matter. All that mattered was them. 

Mortals weren’t made to love faeries; he knew it each month when she forgot just how 

breakable he was. If he could be strong enough, he’d be at the revels. Instead, he admitted that 

mortals weren’t safe in throngs of unrestrained faeries. Instead, he hoped that after the revels she 

wouldn’t injure him too badly. Instead, he waited in the dark, hoping that this month wasn’t the 

month that she stayed with Keenan. 

Later, when speech returned, he untangled orchid petals from her hair. “Love you.” 

“You too.” She blushed and ducked her head. “Are you okay?” 

“When you’re here, I am.” He dropped the flower petals to the floor. “If I had my way, you’d be 

here every night.” 

“I’d like that.” She snuggled in and closed her eyes. There was no light in her skin now—not 

when she was calm and relaxed—and Seth was grateful for it. In a couple hours day would break; 

she would see the burns on his sides and back where her hands had touched him too much and she’d 

forgotten herself. Then, she’d look away. She’d suggest things he hated to hear. 

The Winter Queen, Donia, had given him a recipe for a salve that healed sunlight burns. It 

didn’t work as well on mortals as it did on faeries, but if he put it on soon enough, it would heal the 

burns within the day. He glanced at the clock. “Almost breakfast time.” 

“No,” Aislinn murmured, “’s time to sleep.” 

Melissa Marr
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“Okay.” He kissed her and held her as long as he safely could. He watched the clock, listened to 

her even breaths as she fell deeper into sleep. Then, when he could wait no longer, he started to 

slide out of the bed. 

She opened her eyes. “Stay.” 

“Bathroom. Be right back.” He gave her a sheepish grin in hopes that she wouldn’t ask any 

questions. Since she couldn’t lie, he did his best to avoid lying to her in return, but they’d been 

down this road a few times. 

She started to look at his arms, and he knew neither of them wanted to have the conversation 

that would follow—the one where she told him she shouldn’t come when she was like this and he 

panicked at the thought of her being at the loft with the Summer King instead. 

She winced. “I’m sorry I thought you meant you weren’t hurt—” 

He could argue, or he could distract her. 

It wasn’t a difficult choice to make. 

When Aislinn woke, she propped herself up on one arm and watched Seth sleep. She wasn’t sure 

what she’d do if she ever lost him. Sometimes she felt like he was all that held her together; he was 

her version of the vine that wrapped around the Summer Girls—the thread that kept her from 

unraveling. 

And I hurt him. Again. 

She could see the shadowed bruises and bright burns on his skin from her hands. He’d never 

complain about it, but she worried. He was so breakable in comparison to even the weakest faeries. 

She traced her fingertips over his shoulder, and he moved closer. In all the weirdness of the past few 

months since she’d become Summer Queen, he’d been there. He didn’t ask her to be all mortal or 

Fragile eternity
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all faery; instead, he let her be herself. It was a gift she couldn’t ever repay him for. He was a gift. 

He’d been essential to her when she was a mortal, and he had only grown more important as she’d 

tried to keep steady in her new life as a faery queen. 

He opened his eyes to stare up at her. “You look like you’re far away.” 

“Just thinking.” 

“About?” He quirked his pierced brow. 

And her heart fluttered exactly as it had when she’d tried to be just friends with him. “The usual 

. . .” 

“Everything will be fine.” He rolled her under him. “We’ll figure it out.” 

She wrapped her arms around him so she could tangle her fingers in his hair. She told herself to 

be careful, to moderate her strength, to not remind him that she was so much stronger than a 

mortal. That I’m not what he is. 

“I want it to be fine,” she whispered, trying to force away thoughts of his mortality, of his 

transience now that she was eternal, of how very finite he was—and she wasn’t. “Tell me again?” 

He lowered his lips to hers and told her things that didn’t require words. When he pulled back, 

he whispered, “Something this good can last forever.” 

She ran her hand down his spine, wondering if he’d think she was weird for wanting to let 

sunlight into her fingertips as she did so, wondering if it would only remind him of how not-mortal 

she was now. “I wish it could always be like this. Just us.” 

There was something she couldn’t read in his expression, but then he pulled her to him and she 

let go of thoughts and words. 

Melissa Marr
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Chapter 1 

The High Queen walked toward the lobby with a sense of trepidation. She normally required that 

visitors be brought to her, but in this case, Sorcha would make an exception. Having Bananach 

roaming the hotel was far too dangerous. 

In the past few months, Sorcha had moved the High Court to the edge of the mortal world, 

taking over a city block and remaking it as her own. Stepping within that city block meant one left 

the mortal realm and entered the edge of Faerie. Her domain stood separated, divided from all else. 

The rules of the mortal world—their sense of time and place, their laws of nature—were all moot 

within Faerie, even in this space—between where she’d brought the high court. 

It was the closest to the mortals’ realm Sorcha had brought her court in centuries, but now that 

the other courts were shifting, Sorcha couldn’t stay quite so far removed. Her being in the mortal 

realm too long was untenable, but living at the edge of mortality wouldn’t alter their world. It was 

the reasonable path. The boy king was enthroned with his centuries-missing queen in the Summer 

Court. His beloved was holding the Winter throne. And Niall, Sorcha’s almost-temptation, had 

taken the Dark Court throne. None of it was unexpected, but all had changed in barely a blink. 

She ran her hand along the stair rail, touching the smooth wood, cherishing the reminder of 

simpler times—and promptly dismissed the lie of nostalgia. She’d held her court for longer than 

memory. She was the High Queen. Hers was the unchanging, the heart of Faerie, the voice of the 

world removed, and she was the Unchanging Queen. 

The alternative—her antithesis, her twin, Bananach—stood in the room. She swayed toward 

Sorcha with a slightly mad look in her eyes. Every stray thought of chaos and discord that could 

Fragile eternity
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have been Sorcha’s found its way to Bananach’s spirit instead. As long as Bananach existed to host 

those feelings, Sorcha was mostly spared the burden of such unpleasantness. It made for an awkward 

bond. 

“It’s been a while,” Bananach said. Her movements were tentative, hands glancing over surfaces 

as if she needed to familiarize herself with the world, as if the tactile experience would anchor her to 

reality. “Since we’ve spoken. It’s been a while.” 

Sorcha wasn’t sure if these were questions or statements: Bananach’s grasp on reality was 

tenuous on her best days. 

“It is never as long as I’d like.” Sorcha motioned for her sister to take a seat. 

Bananach lowered herself to a floral divan. She shook her head, unsettling the long feathers that 

spilled down her back like mortal hair. “Nor I. I dislike you.” 

The bluntness was off-putting, but war wasn’t concerned with delicacy—and Bananach was the 

essence of war and violence, carrion and chaos, blood and mayhem. The Dark Court might be 

Sorcha’s opposing court, but it was Bananach who was her true opposition. The raven-headed faery 

was neither contained by the court nor divided from it. She was too primal to be within the Dark 

Court, too conniving to be without it. 

Bananach’s unflinching attention was disquieting. Her abyss-black eyes sparkled unpleasantly. “I 

feel less right when you are near me.” 

“So why are you here?” 

Bananach tapped her talons on the table in a discordant way, no music, no pattern. “You. I 

come here for you. Each time, no matter where you are, I will come.” 

“Why?” Sorcha felt herself caught in the centuries-old conversation. 
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“Today?” Bananach tilted her head at an angle in her avian way, watching, tracking the slightest 

movement. “I’ve things to tell. Things you’ll want to know.” 

Sorcha held herself still; not reacting was usually safer with Bananach. “And why should I listen 

this time?” 

“Why not?” 

“Because you’re not here to help me.” Sorcha wearied of their eternity of discord. Sometimes 

she wondered what would happen if she simply did away with Bananach. Would I destroy myself? My 

court? If she knew that answer, if she knew she could kill her sister without damning them all, she’d 

have done so centuries ago. 

“Faeries don’t lie, sister mine. Where’s the reason in not listening?” Bananach crooned. “You’re 

Reason, are you not? I am offering you Truth . . . is there logic in ignoring me?” 

Sorcha sighed. “So acting on what you tell me will presumably cause some sort of chaos?” 

Bananach swayed a bit in her seat, as if she suddenly heard a thread of music that no one else 

could—or would want to—hear. “One can hope.” 

“Or failing to act will cause chaos . . . and you are prodding me to get me to do the inverse,” 

Sorcha mused. “Do you ever tire of this?” 

Bananach tilted her head in several small increments and snapped her teeth as if she truly had a 

beak. It was a version of laughter, a curious gesture Sorcha disliked. The raven-faery peered at her 

with an intent gaze. “Why would I?” 

“Why indeed.” Sorcha sat in one of the innumerable watercarved chairs that her staff had 

scattered throughout the lobby. It was studded with uncut jewels, ruining the comfort of the thing 

but heightening its raw beauty. 

Fragile eternity
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“Shall I tell you then, sister mine?” Bananach leaned closer. Her dark eyes glittered with a 

sprinkling of stars, constellations that sometimes matched the mortal sky. Today, Scorpius, the 

beast that killed Orion, was in the center of Bananach’s gaze. 

“Speak,” Sorcha said. “Speak so you can be gone.” 

Bananach’s demeanor and tone became that of a storyteller. She quieted, leaned back, and 

steepled her hands. Once, many centuries past, they would have been near a fire in the dark for 

these disagreeable conversations. That was when she liked to come with her mutterings and 

machinations. But even here, in the near opulence of the mortal-made palace, Bananach spoke as if 

they were still at a fireside, the words lilting in the cadence of tale-tellers in the dark. “There are 

three courts that are not yours—the one that should be mine, the court of sun, and the court of 

frost.” 

“I know—” 

Bananach caught Sorcha’s gaze with her own and spoke over her. “And among those courts 

there is a new unity; a mortal walks unimpeded through all of them. He whispers in the ear of the 

one who has my throne; he listens as the new Dark King and the new Winter Queen lament the 

cruelties of the boy king.” 

“And?” Sorcha prompted. She was never sure how long these tales would last. 

This time, it seemed a short telling. Bananach came to her feet as if she saw a specter in the 

room who’d beckoned her closer. 

“The boy king has much potential for cruelty. I might like Summer.” Her hand stretched out to 

touch something no one else could see. Then she stopped and scowled. “He won’t see me, though.” 

Melissa Marr
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“Keenan does only what he must to protect his court,” Sorcha murmured absently, already 

musing on the point behind her twin’s tale: it wasn’t the Summer King’s propensity for cruelties that 

mattered; it was the role of the mortal. Mortals shouldn’t have voice in the affairs of the Faerie 

courts. If things were kept properly in order, they wouldn’t ever see faeries, but Sorcha’s objection to 

mortals being granted Sight was disregarded from time to time. 

As if mortals born Sighted weren’t more than enough trouble. 

But trouble was what Bananach craved. Small troubles led to larger disorder. On this, at least, 

they agreed. The difference was that one of them sought to prevent disorder and the other sought to 

nurture it. 

Hundreds of moments of seeming insignificance combined to create Bananach’s desired results. 

She had been the voice urging Beira, the last Winter Queen, to smite Miach—the centuries-gone 

Summer King and Beira’s sometimes lover. Bananach was the voice that whispered the things they 

all dreamt in silence, but generally had the sense not to act upon. 

Sorcha was not about to have another small problem evolve into chaos-causing troubles. 

“Mortals have no business meddling with Faerie,” she said. “They shouldn’t be involved in our 

world.” 

Bananach tapped her talon-tipped fingers in a seemingly satisfied rhythm. “Mmmm. This mortal 

has their trust, all three of the courts-not-yours listen to his words. He has influence . . . and they 

protect him.” 

Sorcha gestured for more. “Tell me.” 

“He lies with the Summer Queen, not as a pet, but as if a consort. The Winter Queen gave him 

the Sight. The new Dark King calls him ‘brother.’“ Bananach retook her seat and assumed a somber 

Fragile eternity
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demeanor, which always troubled Sorcha—with good reason: when Bananach was focused, she was 

more dangerous. “And you, sister mine, have no influence over him. You cannot take this one. You 

cannot steal him as you have the other Sighted pets and half-mortals.” 

“I see.” Sorcha did not react. She knew that Bananach waited, holding back something to needle 

the last reserves of calm. 

Bananach added, “And Irial had a pet, a little mortal thing he bound and caressed like she was 

worthy of being in the presence of the Dark Court.” 

Sorcha tsk’d at Irial’s idiocy. Mortals were too fragile to bear up under the excesses of the Dark 

Court. He knew better. “Did she expire? Or go mad?” 

“Neither, he gave up his throne over her . . . so corrupted was he by her mortality . . . sickening, 

how he cherished her. That’s why the new one sits on the throne that should be mine.” Bananach’s 

storyteller’s guise was still in play, but her temper was growing uglier. The emphasis of words, that 

rise and fall of tones she adopted when telling tales, was fading. Random words were emphasized 

instead. Her covetousness over the Dark Court’s throne upset her; her mention of it didn’t bode 

well for her state of mind. 

“Where is she?” Sorcha asked. 

“She’s of no influence now . . .” Bananach fluttered a hand as if to brush webs from in front of 

her. 

“Then why tell me?” 

Bananach’s expression was unreadable, but the constellation in her eyes shifted to Gemini, the 

twins. “I know we’ve shared . . . much; I thought you should know.” 

Melissa Marr
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“I have no need to hear of Irial’s discarded pets. It’s a deplorable habit, but” —Sorcha shrugged 

as if it didn’t matter— “I cannot control the depravity of his court.” 

“I could . . .” A yearning sigh followed those words. 

“No, you couldn’t. You’d destroy what little self-control they have.” 

“Perhaps” —Bananach sighed again— “but the battles we could have . . . I could come to your 

step, blood-dressed and—” 

“Threatening me isn’t the way to enlist my help,” Sorcha reminded, although the point was 

moot. Bananach couldn’t help but dream of war any more than Sorcha could resist her inclination 

toward order. 

“Never a threat, sister, just a dream I hold dear.” In a blur too fast for even Sorcha to see clearly, 

Bananach came to crouch in front of Sorcha. Her feathers drifted forward to brush against Sorcha’s 

face. “A dream that keeps me warm at night when I have no blood for my bath.” 

The talons that Bananach had tapped so erratically took on a regular cadence as they dug in and 

out of Sorcha’s arms, pricking the skin with tiny moons. 

Sorcha kept to her calm, although her own temper felt close to surfacing. “You ought to leave.” 

“I should. Your presence makes my mind blurry.” Bananach kissed Sorcha’s forehead. “The 

mortal’s name is Seth Morgan. He sees us as we are. He knows much of our courts—even yours. He 

is strangely . . . moral.” 

Some whisper of fury threatened to surface at the feel of her sister’s feathers drifting around her 

face; the calm logic that Sorcha embodied was only challenged by the presence of the strongest Dark 

Court faeries. Neither Summer nor Winter faeries could provoke her. The solitaries couldn’t ripple 

the calm pool that rested in her spirit. Only the Dark Court made her want to forget herself. 

Fragile eternity
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It’s logical. It’s the nature of opposition. It makes perfect sense. 

Bananach rubbed her cheek against Sorcha’s. 

The High Queen wanted to strike the war-faery. Logic said Bananach would win; she was 

violence incarnate. Few if any faeries could outlast her in direct battle—and the Queen of Order 

was not one of them. Yet, in that moment, the temptation to try grew strong. 

Just one strike. Something. 

The skin of her arms had begun to sting from so many small wounds when Bananach tilted her 

head in another series of short jerky moves. The feathers seemed to whisper as Bananach pulled back 

and said, “I tire of seeing you.” 

“And I you.” Sorcha didn’t move to stanch the blood that trickled to the floor. Movement 

would lead to pitting her strength against Bananach or angering her further. Either would result in 

more injuries. 

“True war comes,” Bananach said. Smoke and haze filtered into the room. Half-shadowed 

figures of faeries and mortals reached out bloodied hands. The sky grew thick with illusory ravens’ 

wings, rustling like dry corn husks. Bananach smiled. The not-yet-there shape of wings unfolded 

from her spine. Those wings had spread over battlefields in centuries past; to see them so clearly 

outside a battlefield did not bode well. 

Bananach stretched her shadow-wings as she said, “I follow the rules. I give you warning. 

Plagues, blood, and cinders will cover their world and yours.” 

Sorcha kept her face expressionless, but she saw the threads of possible futures as well. Her 

sister’s predictions were more probable than not. “I’ll not let you have that sort of war. Not now. 

Not ever.” 
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“Really?” Bananach’s shadow spread like a dark stain on the floor. “Well, then . . . it’s your 

move, sister mine.” 

Fragile eternity
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Chapter 2 

Seth watched Aislinn argue with the court’s advisors, far more vocal with the fey than she ever was 

with humans. On the table in front of them, Aislinn had the pages of her new plan, complete with 

charts, spread out. 

When she sat in Keenan’s loft, with the tall plants and crowds of faeries overfilling the place, it 

was easy to forget that she hadn’t always been one of them. The plants leaned toward her, blooming 

in her presence. The birds that roosted in the columns greeted her when she walked into a room. 

Faeries vied for her attention, seeking a few moments in her presence. After centuries without 

strength, the Summer Court was beginning to thrive because of Aislinn. At first, she had seemed 

uncomfortable with being in the center of it, but she’d grown so at ease with her position that Seth 

wondered how long it’d be until she abandoned the mortal world, including him. 

“If we assign different regions like this—” She pointed to her diagram again, but Quinn excused 

himself, leaving Tavish to explain once more why he thought her plan was unnecessary. 

Quinn, the advisor who’d replaced Niall recently, plopped down on the sofa next to Seth. He 

was as unlike Niall in appearance as he was in temperament. Where Niall had highlighted his almost 

common features, Quinn seemed to strive for some degree of polish and posturing. He kept his hair 

sun-streaked, his skin tanned, his clothes hinting at wealth. More important, though, where Niall 

had been a voice that could pull Keenan from his melancholia or dissipate the Summer King’s 

temper, Quinn seemed to fuel Keenan’s mood of the moment. That made Seth leery of the new 

guard. 

Quinn scowled. “She’s being unreasonable. The king can’t expect us to—” 
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Seth simply looked at him and quirked one brow. 

“What?” 

“You think Keenan’s going to tell her no? To anything?” Seth almost laughed aloud at the idea. 

Quinn looked affronted. “Of course.” 

“Wrong.” Seth watched his girlfriend, the queen of the Summer Court, glow like small suns 

were trapped inside her skin. “You have a lot to learn. Unless Ash changes her mind, Keenan will 

give her plan a try.” 

“But the court has always been run like this,” Tavish, the court’s oldest advisor, was repeating 

yet again. 

“The court has also always been ruled by a monarch, hasn’t it? It still is. You don’t need to agree, 

but I’m asking for your support.” Aislinn flicked her hair over her shoulder. It was still as black as 

Seth’s, just as it had been when she was a human, but now that she’d become one of them, her hair 

had golden streaks in it. 

Tavish raised his voice, a habit he’d apparently not been prone to before Aislinn joined the 

court. “My queen, surely—” 

“Don’t ‘my queen’ me, Tavish.” She poked him in the shoulder. Tiny sparks flickered from her 

skin. 

“I don’t mean to offend you, but the idea of local rulers seems foolish.” Tavish smiled 

placatingly. 

Aislinn’s temper sent rainbows flashing across the room. “Foolish? Structuring our court so our 

faeries are safe and have access to help when they need us is foolish? We have a responsibility to take 

care of our court. How are we to do that if we don’t have contact with them?” 
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But Tavish didn’t back down. “Such a major change . . .” 

Seth tuned them out. He’d hear Aislinn recounting it all later when she tried to make sense of it. 

No need to hear it twice. He picked up a remote and flicked through the music. Someone had added 

the Living Zombies’ song he’d mentioned the other week. He selected it and turned it up. 

Tavish had a please-help-me look on his face. Seth ignored it, but Quinn didn’t. Grumbling, but 

eager to prove his worth, the new advisor went back over to the table. 

Keenan walked in the door with several of the Summer Girls beside him. They looked more 

beautiful by the day. As Summer approached—and as Aislinn and Keenan grew stronger—their 

faeries seemed to blossom. 

Tavish immediately began, “Keenan, my king, perhaps you could explain to her grace that—” 

But his words died after a glimpse at the expression of ire the Summer King wore. 

In response to his volatile mood, Aislinn’s already-glowing skin radiated enough light that it hurt 

Seth to look at her. Without even realizing she was doing it, she’d extended sunbeams like 

insubstantial hands reaching toward Keenan. Over the past few months, she’d developed an 

increasingly strong connection with the Summer King. 

Which sucks. 

All Keenan had to do was look her way and she was at his side, papers forgotten, argument 

forgotten, everything but Keenan forgotten. She went to him, and the rest of the world went on 

pause at Keenan’s look of upset. 

It’s her job now. Court things have to come first. 

Seth wanted to not be irritated by it. He’d worked hard to become the person he was now—a 

person whose temper was under control, whose sardonic streak didn’t lead to making cruel remarks. 

Melissa Marr
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He channeled those discordant tendencies into his paintings and sculptures. Between his art and his 

meditation, he was able to hold on to peace these days, but Keenan tested that hard-earned 

progress. It wasn’t as if Seth couldn’t understand the importance of strengthening the Summer 

Court after centuries of growing cold, but sometimes it was hard to believe that Keenan didn’t 

overplay minor worries to keep Aislinn’s attention. He’d spent centuries assuming that what he 

thought, or wanted, was of utmost importance. Now that he had the power to go with the 

arrogance, he wasn’t likely to become less demanding. 

Tavish motioned the Summer Girls to him and led them to the kitchen. With Niall gone and 

Keenan trying to reestablish his court’s authority, not to mention forge new agreements with the 

other courts, Tavish had assumed responsibility for helping the Summer Girls learn some degree of 

independence. Seth thought it was perversely funny that spending hours making sure that a group of 

beautiful girls was in good spirits was considered work, but no one else seemed to find it humorous. 

What was important in the Summer Court wasn’t always what made sense to a mortal—a fact of 

which Seth was regularly reminded. 

As Keenan relayed whatever new crisis he’d run into, Seth gathered his things and stood. He 

waited until Aislinn looked over at him and then said, “Ash? I’m out.” 

She came to stand beside Seth—near but not touching. It wasn’t that she couldn’t reach out, 

but they’d only been a couple for a few months. She was still tentative. Although it was hard to 

resist the temptation to remind them all that she was his, Seth didn’t touch her. He stood there, 

waiting, not pressuring. It was the only way with her. He’d figured that out more than a year ago. 

He waited; the tension built; and then she leaned against him, folding herself into his arms and 

sighing. 
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“Sorry. I just need to” —she shot a worried look at Keenan— “court stuff, you know?” 

“I do.” Seth had spent more hours than he liked to think about listening to her try to make 

sense of her new responsibilities, utterly unable to help her. She had a long list of things that 

required her attention, and he just sat there waiting. 

“But we’re still on for the Crow’s Nest tomorrow, right?” Her tone was worried. 

“I’ll meet you there.” He felt guilty for being selfish, for adding to her worry. He tangled his 

fingers in her hair, tugging it gently until she tilted her head back and kissed him. It burned his lips, 

his tongue, when she was nervous or upset—not impossibly painful but enough that he couldn’t 

pretend that she was the girl he used to know. By the time he pulled back, the burn had faded. She 

was calm again. 

“I don’t know what I’d do without you. You know that, don’t you?” she whispered. 

He didn’t answer, but he didn’t let go either; holding her in his arms was the best answer he 

could give her. She would be without him sooner or later: he was mortal, but that was a 

conversation she refused to have. He’d tried to talk to her, but she stopped every conversation with 

either tears or kisses—or both. Unless they found a way for him to belong in her world, eventually 

he’d be gone, and Keenan would be the one holding her. 

To go from not wanting to make commitments for the next night, to putting everything aside in 

hopes of convincing Aislinn to trust him, to thinking about forever was unsettling. He hadn’t figured 

himself for the whole getting-married-and-settling-down thing, but since she’d been in his arms and 

in his life, he’d hated the thought of being anywhere but with her. 
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The Summer King had walked over to the table and was examining Aislinn’s diagrams, notes, 

and charts. Despite how weird the situation was for all of them, he often made a point of letting 

Aislinn and Seth have privacy. It was obvious, though, that moving away was not easy for Keenan. 

Or Ash. 

Quinn cleared his throat as he reentered the room. “I’ll walk you out if you’re ready.” 

Seth wasn’t ever ready to walk away from Aislinn, but he didn’t see the sense in sitting around 

watching her murmur with Keenan either. She had responsibilities; they both needed to keep those 

in mind—even if those responsibilities included late nights and parties with Keenan. She had a job 

to do. 

And Seth had . . . Aislinn. That’s what he had: Aislinn, Aislinn’s world, Aislinn’s needs. He 

existed on the fringe of her world, with no role, no power, and no desire to walk away. It wasn’t that 

he wanted out, but he wasn’t sure what to do to be further into her world. 

And she doesn’t want to talk about it. 

“See you tomorrow.” Seth kissed Aislinn once more and followed Quinn to the door. 

!
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“Rocking good fun, packed full of twists and turns.”
—Kelley Armstrong, New York Times bestselling  

author of The Summoning

Madison Avery’s junior prom killed her—literally. She doesn’t know why 
a dark reaper came after her, but that didn’t stop her from stealing his 
amulet, which she discovered allows her soul to continue living on in a 
temporary body. But now she’s being babysat by a disgruntled light reaper 
who’s supposed to be training her, while angels try to figure out what’s 
supposed to happen to her next. But Madison can’t stay out of trouble for 
long. With her prom date Josh (who is getting cuter by the minute) and 
her guardian angel Grace, Madison takes matters into her own hands—
only to discover that she is fated to become one of the most powerful 
leaders in the realm of the dark and light reapers. Well, if she believed in 
that stuff.

Kim Harrison is the New Yorks Time 
bestselling author of For a Few Demons 
More and The Outlaw Demon Wails, 
among others, and has contributed  
to the collection Prom Nights from 
Hell. You can visit her online at 
www.kimharrison.net.

Visit www.harperteen.com for more information about Kim Harrison.
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Prologue 

Everyone does it. Dies, I mean. I found this out for myself on my seventeenth birthday when I was 

killed in a freak car accident on my prom night. But it was no accident. It was a carefully planned 

scything, just a small moment in the battle between light reapers and dark, heaven and hell, choice 

and fate. Only I didn’t check out of my life like most dead people do. Thanks to a mistake, I’m 

stuck, dead on earth. The angel who failed to protect me, and the amulet I stole from my killer are 

the only things keeping me from ending up where the dark reapers wanted me to be. Dead, that is. 

My name is Madison Avery, and I’m here to tell you that there’s more out there than you can 

see, hear, or touch. Because I’m seeing it, hearing it, touching it, living it. 

 

Once DeaD, twice shy
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One 

I leaned my shoulder against a rough boulder and fumed. Dappled sunlight shifted upon my 

sneakers as the wind made my hair tickle my neck. The sound of kids swimming at the nearby lake 

was loud, but the happy shouts only tightened the knot in my gut. Leave it to Barnabas to try to turn 

around four months of failed practice in a mere twenty minutes. 

“No pressure,” I muttered, glancing across the dirt path to the reaper standing against a pine tree 

with his eyes shut. Barnabas was probably older than fire, but he blended in nicely with his jeans, 

black T-shirt, and lanky physique. I couldn’t see his wings, which we’d flown in on, but they were 

there. He was an angel of death with frizzy hair and brown eyes, who wore a pair of holey sneakers. 

Would that make them holy holey sneakers? I wondered as I nervously rolled a pinecone back and forth 

under my foot. 

Feeling my attention on him, Barnabas opened his eyes. “Are you even trying, Madison?” he 

asked, and I sighed. 

“Duh. Yes,” I complained, though I knew this was a lost cause. My gaze dropped to my shoes. 

Yellow with purple laces, and skulls and crossbones on the toes, they matched the purple-dyed tips 

of my short blond hair, not that anyone else had ever made the connection. “It’s too hot to 

concentrate,” I protested. 

His eyebrows rose as he looked at my shorts and tank top. I actually wasn’t hot, but nerves had 

made me jittery. I hadn’t known that I was going to summer camp when I’d slipped out of the house 

this morning and rode my bike to the high school to meet Barnabas. But for all my complaining, it 

felt good to get out of Three Rivers. The college town my dad lived in was okay, but being the new 

girl sucked eggs. 

One
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Barnabas frowned at me. “Temperature has nothing to do with it,” he said, and I rolled the 

bumpy pinecone under my foot even faster. “Feel for your aura. I’m right in front of you. Do it, or 

I’m taking you home.” 

Kicking the pinecone away, I sighed. If we went home, whoever we were here to save was going 

to die. “I’m trying.” I leaned against the boulder behind me, reaching up to hold the black stone 

cradled in silver wire that hung around my neck. At Barnabas’s impatient throat-clearing, I closed 

my eyes and tried to imagine a hazy mist surrounding me. We were attempting to communicate 

silently with our thoughts. If I could give my thoughts the same color as the haze around Barnabas, 

my thoughts would slip through his aura and he would hear them. Not an easy thing to do when I 

couldn’t even see his aura. Four months of this odd student/teacher relationship, and I couldn’t 

even get to stage one.  

Barnabas was a light reaper. Dark reapers killed people when the probable future showed they 

were going to make decisions that went contrary to grand schemes of fate. Light reapers tried to 

stop them to ensure humanity’s right of choice. Barnabas was the light reaper who had been 

assigned to prevent my death, and I was one of his more spectacular failures. 

I hadn’t gone gentle into that good night, however. I had whined and protested my early death, 

and when I stole an amulet from my killer, I’d somehow saved myself. The amulet gave me the 

illusion of a body. I still didn’t know where my real body was. Which sort of bothered me. And I 

didn’t know why I’d been targeted, either. 

The amulet had felt like fire and ice when I’d claimed it, shifting from a dull flat gray to a space-

deep black that seemed to take in light. But since then . . . nothing. The more I tried to use it, the 

more stonelike it was. 

Barnabas had now been assigned to shadow me in case the reaper who’d killed me came back 

for his amulet, and I’d gone back to living as normal a life as I could. Apparently just the fact that I 
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had been able to claim it without blowing my soul to dust made it—and me—rather unique. But 

watching over me wasn’t Barnabas’s style, and I knew he couldn’t wait to get back to his soul-saving 

work. If I could just figure this thought-touching thing out, he could resume his regular duties, 

leaving me reasonably safe at home and able to contact him if the dark reaper showed up again. But 

it wasn’t happening. 

“Barnabas,” I said, weary of it, “are you sure I can do this? I’m not a reaper. Maybe I can’t touch 

thoughts with you because I’m dead. Ever think of that?” 

Silent, Barnabas dropped his gaze to the pine-rimmed lake. The worried lift to his shoulders told 

me he had. “Try again,” he said softly. 

I tightened my grip until the silver wires pressed into my fingers, trying to imagine Barnabas in 

my thoughts, his easy grace that most high schoolers lacked, his attractive face, his riveting smile. 

Honest, I wasn’t crushing on him, but every angel of death I’d seen had been attractive. Especially 

the one who’d killed me. 

 

Despite the long nights on my roof practicing with Barnabas, I hadn’t been able to do anything with 

the shimmery black stone. And Barnabas had been hanging around so much that my dad thought he 

was my boyfriend, and my boss at the flower shop thought I should take out a restraining order. 

I pushed myself away from the rock. “I’m sorry, Barnabas. You go on and do your thing. I’ll sit 

here and wait. I’ll be fine.” Maybe this was why he’d brought me. I’d be safer waiting for him here 

than several hundred miles away—alone. I wasn’t sure, but I think Barnabas had lied to his boss 

about my progress in order to get out and working again. An angel lying—yup, it happened, 

apparently.  

Barnabas pressed his lips together. “No. This was a bad idea,” he said, crossing the path to take 

my arm. “Let’s go.” 
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I jerked out of his grip. “So what if I can’t push my thoughts into yours? If you don’t want to 

leave me here, then I’ll follow you and stay out of the way. Jeez, Barnabas. It’s a summer camp. How 

much trouble can I get into?” 

“Plenty,” he said, his smooth, young-looking face twisting into a grimace. 

Someone was coming up the path, and I rocked back a step. “I’ll stay out of the way. No one 

will even know I’m there,” I said, and Barnabas’s eyes crinkled in worry.  

The people were getting closer, and I fidgeted. “Come on, Barnabas. Why did you fly us out here 

if you were just going to take me home again? You knew I couldn’t solidify in twenty minutes what 

I’ve been trying to do the past four months. You want to do this as much as I do. I’m already dead. 

What more can they do to me?” 

He looked up the path at the noisy group. “If you knew, you wouldn’t be arguing with me. Hide 

your amulet. One of them might be the dark reaper.” 

“I’m not afraid,” I said as I tucked it behind my shirt, but I was. It wasn’t fair, being dead and 

still having to deal with the heart-pounding, breath-stealing tension when I was afraid. Barnabas said 

the sensations would fade the longer I was dead, but I was still waiting, and it was embarassing. 

Eyes down, I dropped back to let three girls and three guys go by. They were in flip-flops and 

shorts, the girls chattering as if they didn’t have a care in the world as they headed downhill to the 

dock. It all seemed normal—until a shadow passed over me and I looked up. 

Black wing, I thought, stifling a shudder. They looked like crows to the living—when the living 

noticed them at all. The slimy black sheets were nearly invisible when viewed from the side but for 

an oddly bright, shimmering line. These scavengers fed on souls of the people taken by the dark 

reapers, and if it wasn’t for the protection of my stolen amulet, they’d be all over me. Light reapers 

stayed with a scythed soul, protecting the deceased until they could be escorted from the earth.I 

glanced at Barnabas, not needing to hear his thoughts to know that someone in the group was 
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targeted for an early death. To find out who it was would be a mix of the sketchy description from 

Barnabas’s boss, and Barnabas’s intuition and ability to see auras.  

“Can you tell who the victim is?” I asked. From what Barnabas had told me, auras had a telltale 

shimmer as to a person’s age—which sort of gave Barnabas an excuse for why he had failed in 

protecting me. It had been my birthday, and he only worked with seventeen-year-olds. I’d been 

sixteen until right before the car flipped, and officially seventeen when I actually died. 

Barnabas squinted, his eyes silvering for a moment as he drew on the divine. It totally creeped 

me out. “I can’t tell,” he said. “Everyone is seventeen but the girl in the red swimsuit and the short, 

dark-haired guy.” 

“How about the reaper, then?” I asked. No one was wearing an amulet—but since the stones 

could shift to look like anything, it didn’t mean much. Just one more skill I didn’t have. 

He shrugged, still watching them. “The reaper might not even be here yet. His or her aura will 

look seventeen, just like ours. I don’t know all the dark reapers by sight, and I won’t know for sure 

until he or she pulls their sword.” 

Pull sword, stick it in a person, reap accomplished. Nice. By the time you knew who the threat was, it 

was too late.  

I watched the black wings sport above the dock like gulls. Beside me, Barnabas fidgeted. “You 

want to follow them,” I said. 

“Yes.” 

It was too late to give the prevention to someone else. The memory of my heart seemed to 

pound harder—a shadowy remnant of being alive my mind couldn’t let go of yet—and I grabbed 

Barnabas’s arm. “Let’s do this.” 

“We’re leaving,” he protested, but his feet were moving, and I watched his sneakers meet the 

earth in perfect synchronization with mine as we headed downhill. 
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“I’ll just sit quiet. What’s the big deal?” I asked. 

Our steps echoed hollowly on the dock, and he drew me to a stop. “Madison, I don’t want to 

make another mistake,” he said, turning me to face him. “We’re leaving. Now.” 

I looked past him, squinting in the brighter light and the fresh wind, shuddering when one of the 

slimy sheets of dripping black alighted on a pole—waiting. Oblivious, the group argued with the 

dockmaster. If we left, someone was going to die. I wasn’t leaving. I took a breath to convince 

Barnabas I could do this, but from the dockmaster’s hut a voice called, “Hey! You guys doing 

anything?” 

Barnabas jumped, and I turned, smiling. “What’s that?” I called back, tension hitting me. 

“Skiing,” the short, dark-haired guy said, holding a pair. “We can’t take two boats unless we have 

eight people. You two want to be the designated watchers?” 

A quiver rose through me. “Sure!” I said, sealing the deal. Barnabas wanted this. I wanted this. 

We were going to do this. 

“Madison,” he griped. 

But everyone was enthusiastically piling into the boats, and I dragged him closer, scanning the 

faces to see who didn’t fit. “Which boat has the victim on it? I’ll take the other.” 

Barnabas’s jaw was clenched. “It’s not that easy. This is an art, not a memo.” 

“Then guess!” I pleaded. “For criminy sakes, even if we’re on different boats, you’ll be like what 

. . . thirty feet away? What is the big deal? I’ll just shout for you, okay?” 

He hesitated, and I squinted at him, watching his thoughts play over his face. Bad idea or not, a 

life was on the line. Behind me, the black wing took flight. 

Barnabas took a breath to say something, pausing when a guy in gray trunks came over. He held 

a towrope and was smiling. “I’m Bill,” he said, extending his hand. 
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I turned sideways to Barnabas and took it. “Madison,” I said shyly. I figured he wasn’t the 

reaper. He was too normal-looking. 

Barnabas muttered his name, and Bill looked him up and down. “Do either of you know how to 

drive?” Bill asked. 

“I do,” I said before Barnabas could think of an excuse to get us out of here. “But I’ve never 

pulled a skier. I’ll just watch.” I glanced at Barnabas. That last bit had been for him. 

“Great!” Bill smiled devilishly. “You want to ride in my boat? Watch me?” 

He was flirting, and I grinned. I’d been holed up with Barnabas for so long, working on this 

thought-touching stuff, that I’d forgotten how fun—and how normal—flirting was. And he was 

flirting with me, not the girl on the dock who’d stripped to a yellow bikini to show off her butt or the 

stunning girl with the long black hair who was wearing shorts and a brilliantly patterned top. 

“Yeah, I’ll watch you,” I said, taking a step after him only to jerk to a halt when Barnabas 

snagged my arm. 

“Hey,” he said loudly, his eyes silvering again and making me shiver. “Let’s do guys on one boat, 

girls on the other.” 

“Cool!” bikini girl said cheerfully, not seeming to notice his metallic-like irises, though she was 

looking right at him. “We get the blue boat.” 

I pulled out of Barnabas’s hold, uneasy that I could see something that the living clearly couldn’t. 

I didn’t think even Barnabas knew I could see it. The level of noise increased as they rearranged 

themselves, boats starting to chug and lines being cast off. Still on the dock, I pulled Barnabas down 

so I could whisper, “Bill isn’t the reaper, is he?” 

“No,” he whispered back. “But something’s hazing him. He might be the victim.” 

I nodded and Barnabas turned away to talk to a guy in a blue shirt standing possessively behind 

the wheel of the red boat. Saying hi to the girls, I landed at the bottom of the small blue speedboat. 
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Barnabas’s plan must be to shadow the victim. I looked across the dock at Bill, wondering if I could 

see a dark haze about him, or if it was my imagination. 

All too soon, we were on the water, speeding over a small lake with the girl in the red one-piece 

skiing behind our boat, and Bill behind the other. The rhythmic thump and the hissing of the 

shattered waves was like a familiar, glorious song. Sunshine beat heavy on my shoulders, its warmth 

stolen by the force of the wind whipping my hair into my eyes. The black wings had risen up in 

confusion at the dock, but the biggest were already winging their way after us. My unease grew as I 

dropped my gaze to the skiers. 

Bill looked like he knew what he was doing, as did the girl behind our boat. If they weren’t dark 

reapers, and the guy in the gray trunks driving wasn’t a reaper, then that left three possibilities, two 

of whom were with me. I resisted the urge to finger the black stone hiding behind my shirt, hoping 

that Barnabas hadn’t put me on the wrong boat. Bikini girl had on a necklace. 

“Are you a good skier?” I shouted to her, wanting to hear her talk. 

She turned and smiled, holding her long blond hair tight to her. “Not bad,” she said, leaning in 

to be heard over the engine. “Think she’ll fall soon? I’m dying to get on the water.” 

My smile went stilted, and I hoped she wasn’t foretelling her future. “She might. The jump is 

coming up.” 

“Maybe then.” She glanced at the purple tips of my hair, dropping her gaze to my skull-and-

crossbones earrings. Smiling, she stuck out her hand. “I’m Susan. Cabin Chippewa.” 

“Uh, Madison,” I said, holding tight to the boat with one hand as my balance shifted and I 

shook her hand with the other. It was too windy to really talk, and as Susan watched the skier 

behind us jump our wake, I assessed the driver. 

The petite girl behind the wheel had an enviable mane of black hair, long and thick. It streamed 

out behind her to show little ears, strong cheekbones, and a placid expression as she looked forward. 
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Wide shoulders and a slim body made her seem as capable as she was attractive. Her Hawaiian top 

was glaring out here in the sun, making me wish I had worn sunglasses, too. 

My attention shifted across the water to the red boat thirty yards off our starboard and Barnabas 

talking to the guy in the blue shirt. The wind shifted as the boat turned to the jump, and Susan 

leaned in, her long hair smacking my face before she grabbed it. The black wings had caught up. All 

of them. “How long are you here for?” she asked. 

“Uh, not long,” I answered truthfully. “School starts up in about two weeks.” 

Susan nodded. “Same here.” 

I shifted on the spray-splattered vinyl, nervous. I was supposed to be the designated watcher, 

but I really wanted to watch the driver. No mortal had a right to be that gorgeous. If I could find the 

guts to talk to her, I might be able to tell if she wasn’t. And what if she isn’t, Madison? I thought, 

growing nervous. It wasn’t like I could tell Barnabas. Maybe splitting up hadn’t been such a good 

idea. 

“My parents made me come here,” Susan said, pulling my attention back. “I had to leave my job 

and everything,” she said with an eye roll. “Lost a month of pay. I work at a newspaper, and my dad 

didn’t want me staring at a computer screen all summer. They still think I’m twelve.” 

I nodded, my expression freezing when a kite-sized sheet of dripping black glided between the 

boats as if we were standing still. Stifling a shudder, I sent my gaze to Barnabas; I could see his 

frown from here. Frolicking both above the water and under it, the black wings grew close, winding 

my tension tighter, starting at my feet and climbing higher. 

Susan stood and wobbled to the bow of the boat to glory in the wind. In a surge of worry, I 

forced my hand down from the black, water-washed smoothness of my amulet and held my middle. 

I was getting seasick, not from the jarring boat, but from what was going to happen. Unless 
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Barnabas could do a better job than he had with me, someone would die. I’d done that—well, half 

of it, anyway—and waking up in the morgue wasn’t fun. 

My gaze slid from the skier to Barnabas as the red speedboat inched closer; we were nearing the 

jump. His brown hair streamed back from the wind, and he was talking to the driver, his knees 

spread wide for balance and looking every bit like the casual seventeen-year-old he was trying to 

save. As if feeling my attention, Barnabas looked up and our eyes met. Between us, a black wing 

dove into the water. Son of a dead puppy. They were getting bold. It was almost time. 

“Hey!” Susan shouted, eyes where the black wing had vanished. “Did you see that?” she asked, 

eyes wide. “It looked like a stingray. I didn’t know they had stingrays in fresh water.” 

Because they don’t in this hemisphere, I thought, scanning the horizon. Black wings were everywhere, 

keeping pace with the boats above and below the water. 

Susan gripped the gunwale with two hands as she stared at the water off the starboard. She 

clearly wasn’t seeing half of what was out there, but she’d noticed something. My illusionary pulse 

quickened. The more anxious I became, the more my mind relied on memories of being alive. 

Something was about to happen, and I didn’t know what to do. What if that beautiful girl at the 

wheel was the reaper? 

Tense, I listened to the water hiss as we raced past the ski jump. Our skier took it, letting out a 

war whoop at the top of her arc. She lost her balance on the landing but fell into the water 

gracefully, as if she knew what she was doing. 

Bill, moments behind her, shied off at the last second. The toe of his ski snagged the ramp. I 

gasped, helpless as he pinwheeled. Reapers loved to work by accident, adding a deathblow to an 

already injured person to hide their actions. Barnabas had been right. The victim, and hence the 

reaper, must be on his boat. “Turn around!” I shouted. “Bill hit the jump.” 

Our boat shifted, and Susan grabbed the rail. “Oh my God!” she cried. “Is he okay?” 
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He’d be fine as long as Barnabas got to him first. I glanced at our driver as she turned the boat, 

silently urging her to hurry up. Her eyes were now showing over her sunglasses. Blue, I first noted, 

and then fear slid through me. Even as I watched, they shifted to silver as she smiled in a quiet 

satisfaction. She was a reaper. The driver was the dark reaper. Barnabas was on the wrong boat. Damn it, 

I knew she was too pretty to be alive. 

Scared, I forced my eyes down before she could see that I knew. Edging to the back of the boat, 

I clasped my arms about myself, becoming frantic as we slowed. Our skier was swimming toward 

Bill, but Barnabas had dived into the water and would get there first. Susan joined me at the side of 

the boat when Barnabas slipped his arm around Bill to start pulling him to my boat, not his. The fear 

in me deepened. He didn’t know the reaper was with me. He was bringing him right to her! Damn it, 

why had I insisted on doing this when I couldn’t even communicate with Barnabas!  

The two boats were coming together, the engines softening to a chugging rumble that died when 

they were both turned off. Everyone was at the edges, shouting. I tried to get Barnabas’s attention 

without alerting the dark reaper I knew who she was—all the while not letting her out of my sight. 

But Barnabas never looked up. 

Hands went down to Bill. He was conscious but bleeding from a head wound. Coughing, he 

weakly extended a shaky hand for help. I shivered when the shadow of a black wing slid over me 

and was gone. Beside me, Susan shuddered as well, clearly feeling but not seeing the dripping black 

sheets above us. “Get him up,” I whispered, thinking they looked like sharks gliding smoothly under 

the surface. “Get him out of the water.” 

My boat, though, wasn’t any safer, and I lurched to get between the dark reaper and Bill as he 

was lugged over the edge and a wash of water soaked the plastic green rug. The dark reaper had to 

know someone was here to stop her, though she probably thought it was Barnabas since he was the 

one who’d jumped in. 
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“Is he all right?” Susan said, letting out a little yelp when our boats gently hit and the driver of 

the red boat threw a rope to tie us together. Dropping to her knees in the narrow space before the 

back bench seat, Susan yanked a beach towel from her bag. “You’re bleeding. Here, put this on your 

head,” she said, and Bill blinked vacantly at her. 

Crouched beside Bill, Barnabas wasn’t looking at me, and my heart hammered as I inched closer 

to a beautiful death in a Hawaiian top and flip-flops smelling faintly of feathers and an overly sweet, 

cloying perfume. She won’t recognize me. I’m safe, I tried to convince myself. But when Barnabas stood 

and started to make the jump to the other boat to leave me, I lost it. 

“Barnabas!” I cried, then froze as I felt, more than heard, the hiss of metal through air. 

Tension slammed through me, and I whipped my head around. The dark reaper stood with her 

feet spaced firmly apart in the narrow space up front, the light shining gloriously upon her and her 

sword. It had a violet stone above the grip that matched the one around her neck. I could see it now, 

both of them blazing with a deep intensity. She wasn’t looking at Bill. She was looking at Susan. 

“No!” I shouted, panicked. There was a flash of light against a blade, and unthinking, I lunged to 

get between them, hitting Susan with my shoulder to send her sprawling. Yelping, she fell beside Bill 

at the back of the boat. My knees burned as they hit the plastic carpet. Looking up, I was blinded by 

the sun reflecting upon a moving blade, and I gasped as it sliced cleanly through me with the 

sensation of dry feathers against my soul. 

It was as if time stopped though the wind still blew and the boat still bobbed. The people on the 

other boat broke from their shock and started shouting. Oblivious to them, the dark reaper stared at 

me, her lips parted in horror when she realized she’d scythed the wrong person. “By the seraphs . . 

.” she whispered as the confused babble rose higher. 

“Damn it, Madison,” Barnabas said, his voice clear over the rest. “You said you were just going 

to watch.” 
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Still kneeling before her, I splayed my hand against my unmarked middle and remembered the 

awful feeling of when I’d sat dazed in a flipped car at the bottom of a ravine, shaken but alive. And 

then the helpless terror when the dark reaper had pulled his sword, meeting my confusion with his 

anger because I hadn’t died in the crash and he had to kill me with his own blade. 

“Uh, you missed,” I said as I shook off the memory of my death. 

Susan staggered up, and the dark reaper dissolved her blade, sending its power back into the 

stone around her neck. Her lips parted when her gaze found my amulet resting against my chest, 

shaken from hiding by my fall. “Kairos’s stone!” she said. “You have Kairos’s amulet? How? He’s—

” She hesitated, peering at me in confusion. “Who are you?” 

Who the devil is Kairos? I thought. Seth was the dark reaper who’d killed me. Licking my lips, I got 

up, almost stepping on Bill. “Madison,” I said boldly, scared to death. “I took an amulet, yeah. 

Leave, or I’ll take yours, too.” 

It was an idle threat, but the reaper’s expression went from surprise to determination. “If you’ve 

got Kairos’s amulet, he probably wants it back,” she said, her slim hand reaching for it. 

“Madison, get away from her!” Barnabas shouted. 

Frightened, I backpedaled, tripping over Bill and landing in the long bench seat at the back. Face 

grim, she followed. Sure, she couldn’t kill me again, but she could drag me off. 

People shouted, and a blur darted between us. It was Barnabas, and I stared, mouth gaping as he 

suddenly stood between me and the dark reaper in his perfectly average jeans and T-shirt, dark and 

dripping from the water. His presence was overwhelming—the stance of a warrior. “You’ll not have 

her,” he intoned, looking at the dark reaper from under his wet curls. 

“She has Kairos’s amulet,” the dark reaper said, and with a violet pulse from her amulet, a blade 

was again in her hand. “She belongs to us.” 
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What did she mean, belongs to us? I shrank back into the stiff cushions, but Barnabas had created 

his own blade, pulled from the power of his amulet, now glowing a violent orange. The two clanged 

as they hit, followed by a deep thrum echoing between my ears. From around us came the noise of 

frightened people scrambling back, trying to get out of the way. 

Swiftly, Barnabas stepped forward and swung his weapon against hers in a rasping spin, violet 

and orange streaks of light marking their paths. The dark reaper’s blade was torn from her hand, 

arcing through the air to slide cleanly into the water with hardly a ripple. 

Shocked, she hunched over, holding her wrist as if she had been stung. Her amulet was as dark 

as her expression. Someone swore a muffled oath of a question. 

“Get back,” Barnabas said. “I’ve heard of you, Nakita, and you’re out of your depth. Don’t reap 

in my sphere. You’ll fail every time.” 

The dark reaper’s eyes narrowed. Jaw clenched, she looked at Susan, then me. “Something’s not 

right. You know it. I hear it in the seraphs’ songs,” she said, and when Barnabas’s chin rose, she 

dove into the water to retrieve her blade. 

Seconds passed. The dark reaper didn’t surface, but if she was like Barnabas, she didn’t need to 

breathe and was likely gone. 

The guy in the blue shirt darted to the back of his boat and looked down. “Did you see that?” he 

said, spinning from the water, to us, and the water again, his eyes wide. “Did you freaking see that?” 

Barnabas took a breath to speak, losing his mien of wrathful warrior on his exhale when he 

changed his mind. The light reaper’s eyes met mine, and I cringed when the silver sheen was 

replaced by worry. 

From the corner, Susan asked, “Did you just shove her in the water?” 

Whoops. This might be kind of hard to explain. 

Barnabas grimaced, and with his hand gripping his amulet, he calmly said, “Who?” 
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Bill was staring at the sky, his gaze clearly tracking the dispersing black wings. 

Susan’s expression became confused. “There was a girl,” she said, sitting up. “She had black 

hair.” Susan looked at Bill. “And a knife. It was a knife, wasn’t it? You saw it, right?” 

Taking the towel from his head, Bill looked at the red stain and said, “I saw it.” 

Barnabas walked with perfect balance through the boat and dropped to one knee before Bill. “I 

didn’t see anything.” Still holding his amulet, he peered into Bill’s eyes as he put the towel back 

against his cut. “You hit your head pretty hard. You feel okay? How many fingers am I holding up?” 

Bill didn’t answer, and I looked over the water, avoiding Barnabas’s gaze. His eyes had gone 

silver again, and I thought to look now would be a mistake. “Bill hit his head,” Barnabas said calmly. 

“He needs to go to the dock and get it looked at.” 

Like magic, the fear and confusion turned to concern as everyone rearranged themselves on the 

two boats. My knees were shaking as Barnabas got our boat started, and in the sudden noise, I 

leaned into him. “They won’t remember?” I asked, not realizing he had the skill to change 

memories. 

Barnabas slid out from behind the wheel. “You drive,” he said shortly. Putting a hand on my 

shoulder, he pushed me into the seat. “Hurry up before someone remembers you didn’t drive out 

here.” 

He sounded peeved and I started fiddling with the levers. Yeah, I could drive a freaking boat. I’d 

grown up in the Florida Keys and had been able to put a boat in a slip before I could ride a bike.  

Barnabas was stowing the skis and wet ropes when I shifted into a slow crawl. The other boat 

had taken off fast, and I followed their path to make the ride easier. Susan was on her cell phone, 

shouting, “He hit his head on the ski jump! Camp Hidden Lake. The one with the big red canoe 

over the road? We’re headed for the dock. He’s awake, but needs stitches, maybe.” 
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Edging into a faster speed, I pressed into the cooling vinyl and felt my shoulder go cold where 

Barnabas had touched it. The black wings were gone, apart from a single smudge skirting the edges 

of the lake. The scythe had been prevented, but Barnabas wasn’t happy. 

Closing her phone, Susan wobbled back to sit beside Bill at the back of the boat. “Hey,” she 

said, shouting over the engine noise. “I’ve got an ambulance coming. You doing okay?” 

He was flushed and he looked confused. “Where’s the girl with the sword?” he asked, and I 

caught Barnabas making the “crazy” sign, twirling his finger beside his ear. 

“Take it easy,” Susan said, softer, but still almost yelling. “We’ll be there in a minute.” 

The lights of the ambulance at the dock gave me a point to aim at, and I slowed our speed as we 

closed in. People had gathered, and I hoped Barnabas and I could make our escape before we were 

noticed. 

“Where’s the girl with the sword?” Bill asked again, and Barnabas went to sit on his other side. 

“There is no girl with a sword,” he said tightly. 

“I saw her,” he insisted. “She had black hair. You had a sword too. Where’s your sword?” 

I glanced back and Barnabas gave me a tired look, making me feel like I’d really messed this up. 

Maybe having to change peoples’ memories was a sign of sloppiness. 

“Just relax, Bill,” the light reaper was saying. “You hit your head hard.” 

I gripped the wheel tighter and wondered if Bill’s head injury made him less susceptible to 

having his memory changed. Just how bad had I screwed this up? Jeez, all I’d done was shove Susan 

out of the way. I wasn’t going to just stand there and let her be killed. Susan was blissfully ignorant. 

She was alive. She would finish her life and probably do something great with it, or she never 

would’ve been unfairly targeted by the dark reapers in the first place. 

My furrowed brow eased, and I pulled a strand of spray-damp hair out of my eyes. I was glad I’d 

intervened, and nothing Barnabas could say would convince me it hadn’t been the right thing to do. 
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I couldn’t help but feel a little sheepish, though. Two years of martial arts practice, and all I’d done 

was shove her out of the way? 

Barnabas left Bill and Susan clustered together on the back bench and sat in the seat across from 

mine. “I put in for a guardian angel,” he said as he leaned close enough for me to catch the scent of 

sunflowers at dusk. “Susan will be fine.” 

“Good.” I eased the throttle down as we neared the dock, refusing to drop his gaze. “That 

wasn’t so bad, was it?” 

Leaning back, he huffed. “You have no idea the trouble you caused,” he said. “Saints protect 

you, Madison. Five people saw her cut right through you. Five people I have to cobble alternate 

memories for. You think thought-touching is hard, you should try altering memories. I shouldn’t 

have brought you. I knew it wasn’t safe.” 

I clenched my teeth and stared at the approaching dock, thick with people. “I saved her life. 

Wasn’t that the point?” 

“You were identified by a reaper,” he said darkly. “You said you’d simply observe, and you go 

and . . . get recognized! They know the resonance your amulet gives off now. They can follow it. 

Find you.” 

I took a breath to protest. Reapers had amulet resonances, living people had auras. Either could 

be used by reapers to find people both at a great distance and close up, sort of like a noisy 

fingerprint or photo. “Are you telling me I should have let her die, Barney?” I said bitterly, knowing 

he hated the nickname. “Let that reaper cut her down just so I wouldn’t get recognized? Call Ron. 

He can change my amulet’s resonance. He has before.” 

Arms crossed over his chest, Barnabas frowned. I was right, though, and he knew it. “I’m going 

to have to, aren’t I?” he said, sounding like the seventeen-year-old he was masquerading as. “I 
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haven’t been pinged in three hundred years. Apart from your reap, that is. I need to get my 

resonance changed, now, too.” Sullen, he stared ahead. A sullen angel. How sweet. 

But the more I thought about it, the worse I felt. It seemed that ever since I’d made his 

acquaintance, I’d been screwing up his life. My special talent. Now he had to call on his boss to fix 

things, and I knew he hated looking bad. “Sorry,” I said softly, but I knew he heard me. 

“Until we get the resonance of our amulets changed, we’re as vulnerable as ducks sitting on the 

water,” he muttered. 

Chilled, I looked for black wings, but they were gone. The water reflected the trees close to the 

dock, flat in the lee of the wind, and I shifted the engine into neutral. “I said I’m sorry,” I said, and 

Barnabas looked up from the flashing ambulance lights. 

His brown eyes were black in the shade, and it was as if I was seeing them for the first time, 

finding something different in their depths. “There’s a lot you don’t know,” he said as I swung the 

boat around to dock beside the first. “Maybe you should start acting like it.” 

Susan was flipping the bumpers out over the side, and Barnabas moved into the bow to throw 

the front dock line when I cut the engine to drift in. The ambulance crew was waiting with a 

stretcher, and they seemed relieved when Bill shouted that he was okay. There was an air of efficient 

excitement, and when I saw the bright polo shirt that said camp counselor more than a laminated tag 

would have, I cringed. We had to get out of there. 

The boat emptied out amid a loud chatter and requests for information that Susan was delighted 

to supply at the top of her voice. I stood, wanting to go home, but Barnabas couldn’t simply pop us 

out in front of everyone. He stepped onto the dock, and I followed, nervous in the crush. 

“Keep an eye on the girl,” he said as I fidgeted. “I need to find some quiet so the guardian angel 

can locate me. It’s not likely they’ll try for her again, but it’s possible. Especially if they know you’re 

here. Don’t do anything if a reaper shows, okay? Just yell for me? Can you do that?” 
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Subdued, I nodded, and he wove through the people on the dock. I slowly followed to find a 

place out of the way near the ambulance. My heart had stopped again. Finally. Barnabas thought it 

was funny, which only made it more embarrassing. I was always taking in air I didn’t need, too. 

Susan was within earshot with a cluster of girls and a camp counselor. It was an odd feeling, wanting 

to be close but afraid to be included. 

Susan’s story was bringing gasps from the surrounding people, but I was glad to hear nothing 

about sword fights or girls in Hawaiian tops disappearing under the waves. At night, when she was 

asleep, might be a different story. I’d seen too many haunted looks on my dad’s face that made me 

wonder if he remembered me being dead. While I was busy stealing an amulet from my killer, my 

dad had gotten a phone call telling him I was dead. Finding him alone in my room, sifting through 

my things before he knew I was alive had been heartbreaking. And his joy when he saw me alive? I’d 

never been hugged so hard. Though his memories had been shifted . . . sometimes, I think he 

remembered. 

Barnabas had settled himself atop a red picnic table under the pine trees. A vaporous softball-

sized light hovered before him, looking everything like the imperfections you see in pictures from 

time to time. Some people thought the glows were ghosts, but what if they were guardian angels, 

only seen when the light was right and they were caught on film? 

“And then he fell back in the water,” Susan said, words slowing when something didn’t jive with 

her memory, and I turned away lest she see me and ask me to back her up. She had mentioned that 

she worked at a newspaper—maybe a planned journalism career was why she’d been targeted. 

Perhaps she was supposed to do something later in life, something that would work contrary to the 

dark reapers’ great plan. That’s what the whole game was about. That’s why I’d been killed. I didn’t 

know what great thing I was supposed to have done, and now that I was dead, it was likely I never 

would. 
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Arms crossed, I leaned against the prickly solidness of a tall pine tree, and vowed I wouldn’t ever 

feel bad about saving Susan’s life. 

Barnabas stood, and I watched him weave his way through the crowd with that ball of light 

trailing behind him. Susan’s friends noticed him, and giggling, they hushed themselves. Pretending 

ignorance, Barnabas smiled and shook Susan’s hand. As if it was a signal, the hazy light shifted from 

him to her. She had her guardian angel; she would be safe. A knot of worry eased in me. 

“Thanks for keeping him talking out there,” Barnabas said, brushing his wet hair aside in a 

casual show that made someone in the back sigh. “You should go to the hospital with him. He’s 

going to have to stay awake all night in case he has a concussion.” 

Susan flushed. “Sure. Yes. You think they’d let me?” She turned to the counselor. “Can I go?” 

At the chorus of catcalls and a yes, Susan flashed a smile and jogged to the ambulance. The haze 

of light entered the ambulance before Susan, and Barnabas’s faint tension vanished, telling me that 

he, too, had been worried about her. It just seemed like he hadn’t cared. 

Feeling better, I looked at him and smiled, glad it was over. The reaper’s face went blank and my 

smile faded. He turned on a heel and walked off, expecting me to follow. 

Head down, I wove through the diminishing crowd after him, my satisfaction for having saved 

Susan stilling to a gray ash. If I had had another way home, I’d have taken it. Barnabas looked 

ticked. 

!
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Star-crossed love and dangerous alliances 
continue in the riveting Evernight series.

Bianca is back for a second year at Evernight Academy. She now 
understands the dark, centuries-old feud between vampires and hunters 
that prevents her and Lucas from ever being together. But even though 
her family and friends think Bianca has given up on him and embraced 
her destiny of becoming a full vampire, she’s found a way to communicate 
with him. And if her secret is discovered, it could destroy her and 
everyone she loves. When Evernight is attacked, she discovers that she’s 
not the only one who’s been keeping secrets, and everything she thought 
she knew about her world is only just the beginning.

Claudia Gray is the pseudonym 
of New York–based writer Amy 
Vincent. She has worked as a lawyer, 
a journalist, a disc jockey, and an 
extremely poor waitress. Her lifelong 
interests in old houses, classic movies, 
vintage style, and history all play  
a part in creating the world of  
Evernight. Visit Claudia’s website  
at www.claudiagray.com.

Visit www.harperteen.com for more information about Claudia Gray.
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Chapter Two

ON THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL, NOT LONG AFTER 
dawn, the procession began. 

The first few students arrived on foot. They stepped out of 
the woods, simply dressed, usually with just a single bag slung 
over one shoulder. I think some of them had walked all night. 
Their eyes searched the school hungrily as they came closer, as 
though hoping they would immediately be granted the answers 
they sought. Even before I saw the first familiar face—Ranulf, 
who was more than a thousand years old and didn’t understand 
the modern era a bit—I knew who the students in this group were. 
These were the lost ones, the oldest vampires. They didn’t make 
trouble for anyone; they sank into the background, studying, lis-
tening, trying to compensate for the centuries they’d missed. 

Lucas had slipped in among these last year. I remembered 
the way he’d appeared from the fog in his long black coat. Even 
though I knew better, I kept searching the face of each student 
who arrived on foot, wishing I could see his face again. 
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At breakfast time, the cars started to arrive. I was watching 
from the hallway of the classroom area, just a couple of stories up, 
so I could see the ornaments on the hoods: Jaguar, Lexus, Bent-
ley. There were little Italian sports cars and SUVs big enough for 
the sports cars to park in. I could tell that these were the human 
students, because none of them came alone. Most of them had 
their parents with them, with a few younger brothers and sisters 
along for the ride. I even recognized Clementine Nichols, who 
had a light-brown ponytail and freckles across her nose. To my 
surprise, Mrs. Bethany met most of them in the courtyard, hold-
ing out her hand as graciously as a queen receiving courtiers. She 
seemed to want to talk to the parents, and she smiled warmly at 
them as though they were making friends for life. I knew she was 
faking it, but I had to hand it to her—she was good. As for the 
human students, the longer they hung out in the courtyard and 
stared up at Evernight Academy’s forbidding stone towers, the 
more their smiles faded. 

“There you are.” 
I turned from the scene below to see my father, who had 

pried himself out of bed early for the occasion. He wore a suit 
and tie, like a professor should, but his rumpled, dark red hair 
revealed more of his true personality. “Yeah,” I said, smiling at 
him. “I just wanted to see what was going on, I guess.” 

“Looking for your friends?” My father’s eyes twinkled as he 
stood by my side and peered out the window. “Or scoping out 
new guys?” 

“Dad.” 
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“Backing off as requested.” He held up his hands. “You seem 
a little happier about this than you did last year.” 

“I’d almost have to, wouldn’t I?”
“Guess you would,” Dad said, and we both laughed. Last 

year, I’d been so anti-Evernight that I’d tried to run away the day 
the students arrived—it seemed like a lifetime ago. “Hey, if you 
want some breakfast, I think your mother’s got the waffle iron 
fired up and ready to go.”

Even though they usually stuck to drinking blood from the 
clandestine shipments the school provided, my parents always 
made sure that I ate the real food I still needed. “I’ll be up in a 
sec, okay?” 

“Okay.” His hand rested on my shoulder for a moment 
before he turned to leave. 

I took one last look at the courtyard. A few families contin-
ued milling around or dragging in suitcases, but the third and 
final wave of students had begun to arrive. 

They each came alone, in rented cars. There were a couple 
of taxicabs, but most of the cars were hired sedans or limousines. 
When the students emerged, they were already dressed in their 
tailored uniforms, their hair slicked back and shining. None of 
them had suitcases; these were the ones who had sent their many 
possessions on ahead in the boxes and trunks that had been 
arriving at Evernight for two weeks now. To my displeasure, I 
saw Courtney, one of my least favorite people, waving airily to 
some of the other girls. She was one of the many who wore dark 
sunglasses. That meant they were sensitive to sunlight, which in 
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turn meant they hadn’t drunk blood in a while. Dieting, prob-
ably, so that they’d look thinner and fiercer. 

These were the vampires who needed help with the twenty-
first century but weren’t yet totally lost in the changes of time. 
These were the ones who still had their power—and weren’t 
going to let anyone else at this school forget. I always thought of 
them the same way.

They were “the Evernight type.” 

By the time I’d finished my waffles and gone downstairs, the 
great hall was crammed with a throng of laughing, talking stu-
dents. For a couple minutes, I was jostled around, feeling small, 
until I heard one voice shout out above the din, “Bianca!”

“Balthazar!” I smiled and raised my hand above my head, 
waving to him excitedly. He was a big guy, so tall and so muscu-
lar that he could’ve seemed intimidating as he pushed through 
the crowd toward me, if it weren’t for the kindness in his eyes 
and the friendly smile on his face. 

I went on tiptoe to hug him tightly. “How was your sum-
mer?”

“It was great. I worked the night shift at a dockyard in Bal-
timore.” He said this with the same kind of relish that anybody 
else would use to describe a dream vacation in Cancun. “The 
guys and I made friends, hung out in bars a lot. I learned how to 
shoot pool. Started smoking again, too.” 

“I guess your lungs can take it.” We grinned at each 
other, unable to complete the joke while the human students 
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milled around nearby. “Do you need help getting your paper 
together?” 

“Already done and on Mrs. Bethany’s desk.” All the vam-
pires had to spend the summer months “engaged in the modern 
world,” as the assignment stated, and were required to submit 
reports on their experiences at the top of every school year. It was 
sort of the “What I Did on My Summer Vacation” essay from 
hell. Balthazar glanced around. “Is Patrice here?” 

“She’s spending some time in Scandinavia instead.” I’d 
received a postcard of the fjords a month before. “Says she’ll fin-
ish up in a year or two. I think she met a guy.” 

“Too bad,” Balthazar said. “I was looking forward to seeing 
a few more familiar faces. Besides the one approaching fast from 
four o’clock, I mean.” 

“What do you mean?” I tried to figure out where four o’clock 
was, but then her voice cut through the murmuring like finger-
nails on a chalkboard. 

“Balthazar.” Courtney held out a hand to him, as though 
she expected him to kiss it. He shook it once, then let it drop. 
Her lipstick-bright smile never wavered. “Did you have a won-
derful summer? I was in Miami, hitting the club scene. Totally 
awesome. You should check it out with somebody who knows 
the hot places to go.” 

“I’m surprised to see you here,” I said. Surprised seemed like 
a nicer way of putting it than disappointed. “You didn’t seem to 
enjoy it much last year.” 

She shrugged. “I thought about ditching, but the first night 
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I was out in Miami, I realized I was wearing last season’s dress. 
And my shoes were, like, three years old. Major faux pas! Obvi-
ously I needed a little more catching up, so I figured I could deal 
with a few more months at Evernight.” Already her gaze was 
focused on Balthazar again. “Besides, I always enjoy spending 
more time with old friends.” 

I said, “If I wanted to learn about fashion, I wouldn’t go 
someplace where everybody wears uniforms.” 

Balthazar’s mouth twitched. Courtney narrowed her eyes, 
but her smile only grew wider as she glanced at my boxy, untai-
lored sweater and plaid skirt. “And you’ve never had any interest 
in learning about fashion. Clearly.” She patted Balthazar on the 
shoulder. “We’ll catch up later.” Courtney sauntered off, long 
blond ponytail swinging from side to side as she went. 

“I meant to try to get along with her better this year,” I mut-
tered. “I guess I haven’t changed as much as I thought I had.” 

“Don’t try to change. You’re wonderful the way you are.” 
I glanced away shyly. Part of me thought, Oh, no, now I 

have to let Balthazar down again. The other part couldn’t help 
liking that he’d said that to me. I’d been so lonely all summer—
without Lucas, without anybody—and knowing that somebody 
right here cared about me was like being given a warm blanket 
after months of cold. 

Before I could think of the best way to respond, a hush fell 
over the crowd. We all turned instinctively to the podium at the 
far end of the great hall. Mrs. Bethany was about to speak. 

She had on a slim gray suit, more like twenty-first-century 
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clothes than she normally wore, but it suited her severe beauty. 
Mrs. Bethany’s dark hair was swept up into an elegant twist, and 
black pearls shone in her ears. Instead of looking at the students, 
her dark eyes looked slightly above us, as though we were hardly 
visible to her. 

“Welcome to Evernight.” Her voice rang throughout the 
great hall. Everyone stood up straighter. “Some of you have been 
with us before. Others will have heard about Evernight Acad-
emy for years, perhaps from your families, and wondered if you 
would ever join our school.” 

This was the same speech she had given the year before, but 
I heard it differently this time. I heard the lies inside every care-
ful phrase, the way she was speaking to the vampires in the room 
who had been here twenty years ago or two hundred. 

As if she’d read my thoughts, she glanced at me, her hawk-
like gaze piercing through the crowd. I tensed, half expecting 
her to accuse me of breaking into her home while she’d been 
gone. 

But she did something even more surprising. She abandoned 
her script. 

“Evernight Academy means something different for every 
person who comes here,” Mrs. Bethany began. “It is a place of 
learning, a place of tradition, and for some a place of sanctuary.” 

Only if you’re a bloodsucking creature of the night, I thought. 
Otherwise? Not so much with the sanctuary. 

With one hand she gestured toward some of the new stu-
dents, her long fingernails glinting red in the light that flowed 
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through the stained-glass windows. To my astonishment, she 
was pointing out the human students—though of course they 
couldn’t have understood why. “In order to get the most from 
your time at Evernight, you need to learn what this school means 
to your classmates. That’s why I urge those of you with more 
experience to reach out to the new students among us. Take 
them under your wings. Find out about their lives, their inter-
ests, and their pasts. Only in this way can Evernight Academy 
accomplish its true goals.” 

A few people clapped uncertainly—humans who didn’t 
know any better. “Okay, that was odd,” Balthazar muttered 
beneath the slight applause. “If I didn’t know any better, I’d 
think I’d heard Mrs. Bethany ask everyone to be friendly.” 

I nodded. My mind was racing. Why did Mrs. Bethany 
want the vampires to get closer to the human students? If she 
didn’t want any humans hurt—and I still thought she didn’t—
then what was she really after?

“Classes begin tomorrow.” The familiar, superior smile had 
returned to Mrs. Bethany’s face. “Take this day to get to know 
your fellow students, particularly those who are new here. We 
are glad to have you—all of you—and we hope that you will 
make the most of your time at Evernight.”

“Do you think she’s gone soft on us?” Balthazar turned to 
me as people began to mingle again. 

“Mrs. Bethany? Hardly.” For a moment I considered ask-
ing Balthazar what he thought about the whole “admissions 
policy” mystery. He was smart, and even though he respected 
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Mrs. Bethany, he didn’t take her word as gospel. Besides, he’d 
been around for more than three centuries; he’d probably have 
enough perspective to see my question in a different light and 
perhaps come up with a fresh answer. But Balthazar might also 
have the perspective to understand that I was asking because of 
my relationship with Lucas—something he wouldn’t like to be 
reminded of. 

Just then, Balthazar grinned and waved at somebody 
else—no telling who in that crowd, especially given that he 
was friends with nearly everybody. “I’ll catch you later, okay?” I 
called after him as he started walking off. 

“Definitely.” 
For a moment, I felt lonely without him. I was surrounded 

by vampires—real vampires, powerful and sensual and strong, 
with centuries of experience behind their beautiful, young faces. 
I wasn’t yet a full vampire, and the distance between us hadn’t 
closed much during my first year at Evernight. Next to them, I 
was still small, naive, and awkward. 

All the more reason to head upstairs right away, I decided. I 
would have a different roommate this year, and I couldn’t wait 
to say hello. 

When I walked into my dorm room, Raquel sighed. “Wel-
come back—to hell.” 

She was flopped across her bare mattress, arms splayed out. 
Her duffel bag lay crumpled on the floor, as if deflated, and her 
clothes and art supplies were strewn around. It looked like she’d 
shaken the bag out and left her unpacking at that. 
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“Good to see you, too.” I sat on the edge of my own bed. 
“I thought you’d at least be happy that we could be roommates 
this year.” 

“Trust me, you’re the only reason I can stand the thought of 
being here again. Did your parents, like, bribe Mrs. Bethany or 
something? If so, I owe them big-time.” 

“No, just the luck of the draw.” That was almost a lie. My 
parents hadn’t asked Mrs. Bethany for any favors, but apparently 
there had been an odd number of humans and vampires admit-
ted this year—both boys and girls. Since I still ate regular food 
more than I drank blood, I was considered the female vampire 
most likely to be able to hide the truth from a human when we 
dined in our rooms, as everyone did at Evernight. 

Getting Raquel, though—that had been luck. That, and the 
fact that nearly every other human girl who had come here for 
her sophomore year had made sure to go somewhere else for her 
junior year. I couldn’t blame them.

“So,” I said, trying to keep my voice playful, “besides spend-
ing more time in my fascinating company, why did you come 
back? I know that’s not what you’d planned.” 

“No offense, but even your fascinating company wasn’t 
enough to change my mind.” Raquel rolled over onto her belly, 
so that we were facing each other again. Her dark hair was cut 
even shorter than last year; at least she’d had a barber do it so 
that it looked good, even a little bit punk. “I told my parents I 
wanted to try somewhere else. Maybe live with my grandpar-
ents in Houston, go to school there. They didn’t want to hear it. 
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Evernight’s ‘private’ and ‘exclusive,’ and that should be enough 
for me, they said.” 

“Even learning about—about Erich—”
Raquel’s mouth twisted into a scowl. “They said he was 

probably just trying to flirt with me. They said I was too stand-
offish with guys, and I had to learn to ‘like somebody back.’”

I stared at her, aghast. Erich hadn’t been some overzealous 
would-be boyfriend. He had been a vampire intent on stalking 
and killing her. Raquel didn’t know that, but she’d understood 
that he was dangerous. If I’d told my parents that somebody 
had scared me half as badly as Erich had scared her, my father 
would have held me tightly until I felt safe again, and my mother 
would’ve probably taken a baseball bat to whomever had dared 
threaten her little girl. Raquel’s parents had laughed at her and 
sent her back to this place she hated. 

“I’m sorry,” I said. 
She shrugged one shoulder. “I should’ve realized they 

wouldn’t listen. They never have. Even when I—”
“When what?” 
Raquel didn’t answer. Instead, she shoved herself into a sit-

ting position and pointed accusingly at the wall behind me. “So, 
are we stuck with the Klimt?” 

I’d hung my print above my bed. The Kiss was so important 
to me that I’d forgotten Raquel had never seen it before. “What? 
You don’t like it?” 

“Bianca, that picture is so cliché. You can get it, like, on 
fridge magnets and coffee mugs and stuff.” 
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“I don’t care.” Maybe it’s stupid to like something just 
because everyone else likes it, but if you ask me, it’s even stupider 
to dislike something because everyone else likes it. “It’s beauti-
ful, and it’s one of my favorite things, and it’s in my half of the 
room. So nyah.” 

“I might paint my side of the room black,” Raquel threat-
ened. 

“That wouldn’t be too bad.” I imagined putting glow-in-
the-dark stars upon the walls and ceiling, just the way my room 
had been when I was little. “That would be great, actually. Too 
bad Mrs. Bethany wouldn’t let us get away with it.” 

“Who says she’d object? They’ve done everything else to 
make this place as creepy as possible. Why not black paint all 
over everything?” 

I got the mental picture of the school’s stone towers in shin-
ing black—which was pretty much all it needed to go straight 
to Dracula’s castle territory. “Even the bathrooms. Even the gar-
goyles. I didn’t think we could make Evernight any scarier, but 
we could, couldn’t we?” 

“It would still be better than being home.” Raquel’s eyes 
were strange as she said this—so weary that for a moment she 
looked older in spirit than the vampires who had surrounded us 
at the assembly. 

I wanted to ask her more about what had happened with 
her parents, but I didn’t know how. As I tried to find the words, 
Raquel briskly said, “C’mon and help me put away this crap.” 

“What crap?”
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“My stuff.” 
“Oh,” I said, nodding as we got to our feet and headed 

toward her boxes and duffel bag in the corner. “That crap.” 

After we’d gotten her bed made and her few things situated, 
Raquel wanted to take a nap. Her parents weren’t wealthy, like 
most of the families of human students at Evernight; instead of 
being driven to the front door in a luxury sedan, she’d had to 
catch a bus from Boston before dawn, make a couple of transfers, 
and then wait for a cab to bring her up here. She was completely 
wiped and had fallen asleep even before I’d gotten done lacing 
up my shoes to go outside. 

Raquel is here on scholarship, I thought. That means Mrs. 
Bethany is actually paying for her to attend this school. Why would 
she do that? 

All the human students are here for a reason, and Raquel proves 
it’s not money. But what is it? Is Raquel somehow even more impor-
tant than the rest? 

More questions, still no answers. 
I strolled onto the grounds to see how much Evernight had 

changed, now that the other students were here. The humans 
were talking to one another eagerly, making new friends, while 
the vampires watched them, languid and disdainful. 

My stomach growled. It was nearly lunchtime. I hoped I was 
the only vampire thinking about food while we were looking at 
the humans, but I probably wasn’t. 

“Yo, Binks!” 
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Nobody had ever called me “Binks” before in my life, but I 
knew who it had to be even before I recognized the voice. “Vic!” 

Vic was loping toward me across the grounds, a big grin on 
his face. As usual, he’d made a few adjustments to the Evernight 
uniform; instead of the school colors, his tie was decorated with 
a hand-painted hula girl, and his beloved Phillies cap was on his 
head. We ran into each other’s arms, laughing, and he spun me 
around so that my feet didn’t touch the ground. 

By the time he dropped me, I was dizzy but still smiling. 
“Did you have a good summer? I got your pictures from Buenos 
Aires, but then I didn’t hear from you.”

“After all the seaside fun, I was put to work. Woodson Enter-
prises has a summer internship program, and Dad was all, You 
need to learn the ropes of the family business. But when you’re 
an intern? You’re not learning any ropes. You’re learning how 
people like their coffee. I spent the rest of the summer trying to 
remember who wanted a hot chai soy latte. Seriously lame. Were 
you stuck here the whole time?” 

“We spent the Fourth of July in D.C. Mostly my mother 
dragged us around to monuments and stuff. But the Natural 
History Museum was pretty cool—they had some meteorites on 
display that you could actually touch—”

Vic’s hand stole toward the pocket of my skirt. I pretended 
not to notice the envelope he held. My heart started beating 
faster. 

“Well, it was fun. At least I got to be away from this place 
for one week of the summer, because as boring as it is during 
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the year, it’s even worse when you’re here practically all alone.” I 
was babbling, paying no attention to what I was saying. “I went 
down to Riverton on the weekends sometimes but that’s pretty 
much it. Um, yeah.” 

“We gotta catch up later.” Vic obviously understood that I 
couldn’t think about anything right now besides the item he’d 
just tucked into my pocket. “You want to meet up after dinner? 
You can meet my new roommate. He seems pretty cool.” 

“Okay, sure.” I would’ve agreed if Vic suggested we get 
together to shave our heads. Adrenaline coursed through me, 
making me giddy. “Meet up right here?” 

“You got it.” 
Without another word, I ran away from him, heading 

straight for the cast-iron gazebo at the edge of the grounds. For-
tunately, none of the other students were in there yet, which 
meant I still had it to myself. 

I went up the steps and settled onto one of the benches. 
The thick canopy of ivy leaves overhead sheltered me from the 
sunlight as I reached into my pocket and withdrew what Vic had 
tucked there—a small white envelope, addressed only with my 
name. 

For the first second, I couldn’t open it. I could only stare 
down at the handwriting I remembered so well. The letter had 
been sent to me through Vic, by Vic’s roommate from the year 
before. 

Lucas. 
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ChaPter nineNine 

Lunch was veggie wraps, salad, and bottled water. Tori’s choice apparently. Rae said a polite hello to 

me, then not another word. At least she’d made eye contact, though, which was more than I could 

say for Tori. 

We were finishing up when Dr. Davidoff came in. 

“I apologize for the interruption, girls,” he said, “but I need to speak to Chloe.” 

I rose. “Sure. Where—?” 

“Here’s fine.” 

He took his time settling into a chair. Sweat trickled down the back of my neck, like a kid singled 

out in front of the class. 

“We appreciate the help you’ve given us to try finding Simon, Chloe. We’re very worried, as you 

girls know.” 

“Sure,” Rae said. “He needs that medicine. If I had any idea where to find him, I’d tell—”  

She stopped and looked at me. Tori did the same, and I understood why I wasn’t getting this 

lecture in private.  

“I gave you that list of places,” I said quickly. “That’s all I have.” 

“They weren’t there, Chloe,” Dr. Davidoff said. “So we’ve reconsidered your offer. We’d like to 

take you along on our search this afternoon.” 

That crash I heard? The collision of clichés. One: never look a gift horse in the mouth. Two: if it 

sounds too good to be true, it probably is. I’d been lied to and misled often enough in the last few 

days that I wasn’t just questioning this horse’s dental health—I was examining him from nose to tail. 

“You want me to go with you . . .” 

“Yes, and, with luck, the boys will see you and come out. There’s just one problem.” 

Oh, I was sure there were lots of problems with this scenario. 
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“The places you’ve given us don’t seem right,” he said. “The boys are clever, and their dad 

taught them well. They’d either choose a private spot or a very public one, and the possibilities 

you’ve provided are neither. We think there might be one you forgot to mention.” He paused, 

meeting my gaze. “If there isn’t, then we don’t see the point of taking you along.” 

That second crash? The sound of the other shoe dropping. Dr. Davidoff knew why I wanted to 

go with them, and he’d decided to play my game. Did I dare play along? 

“Come on, Chloe,” Rae whispered. 

“You’d better not think you’re protecting them by keeping your mouth shut,” Tori said. 

“Simon’s sick, Chloe. If he dies, I hope he haunts you until—” 

“That’s enough, Tori,” Dr. Davidoff said. 

“I . . . might have another idea,” I said. Oh God, I’d better have another idea. As hard as I 

thought, though, I needed time to come up with something good, and I wasn’t going to get that 

time. So I stumbled through a lame story about Derek and me running through that factory yard, 

until we found a hiding spot. Maybe that’s where he meant for our rendezvous spot. Only it had 

been dark, and we’d run through so many buildings that I wasn’t sure exactly which one we’d hidden 

in, but I’d recognize it when I saw it. 

Dr. Davidoff smiled, and I braced for him to call me on it, but he just said, “Then it’s a good 

thing you’re coming, isn’t it?” 

“And me,” Tori said. “I’ve barely been out of my room since we got here, and I haven’t been 

outside since Chloe arrived at Lyle House. I want to go, too.” 

“It isn’t a field trip,” Rae muttered. 

“Your help, while appreciated, won’t be necessary,” Dr. Davidoff said. 

“You think I want to help? Sure, I’ll look around, for Simon’s sake. But I need to go shopping.” 

“Shopping?” Dr. Davidoff stared at her like he must have misheard. We all did. 
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“Do you know how long it’s been since I got new stuff? It’s spring, and everything I have is 

from last year.” 

“The tragedy. Someone call Amnesty International.” Rae looked at Tori. “You’ll survive. I’m sure 

it all still fits you.” 

“Which is more than we can say for your wardrobe. Like another wrap, Rachelle? You’ve only 

had two so far.” 

Rae lifted her hand, fingers splayed at Tori. “Like third-degree burns, Queen Victoria? You’ve 

only had first-degree so far.” 

“Girls, that’s enough. Victoria—” 

“And when my mom locked me away at Lyle House, she made me a deal. If I got better, she’d 

buy me a new laptop. Best on the market.” 

“Why?” Rae said. “So you can IM your friends faster?” 

“No, so I can work on my entrance package for software design camp at MIT.” 

Rae laughed, and Tori glared. She was serious. Tori the computer geek? I tried to picture it, but 

even my imagination wasn’t that good. 

Tori turned to Dr. Davidoff. “Obviously I can’t get better, and my mother knew it when she 

made that promise. So she owes me a laptop.” 

Dr. Davidoff frowned, as if trying to follow her logic. Then he shook his head. “All right, 

Victoria. We’ll order you—” 

“I know what I need and I’ll pick it out myself.” 

Dr. Davidoff stood. “As you wish. Tomorrow we’ll—” 

“Today. And I want a spring wardrobe, too.” 

“Fine. I’ll ask someone to take you—” 
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“You think I’m letting some middle-aged dweeb help me choose clothes? I’m going today so 

Chloe can give me a second opinion.” 

“You want Chloe to help you shop?” Rae said. 

“Well, I sure don’t want you, skater girl. Chloe may be a loser, but she’s a loser with money, and 

someone has taught her some small degree of fashion sense.” 

“No, Victoria,” Dr. Davidoff said. “You are not going—” 

She walked over to him, rose onto her tiptoes, and whispered in his ear. A look passed over his 

face, one part shock, two parts sheer terror. 

“I see,” he said. “Yes, now that I think about it, perhaps you could help us find the boys.” 

“I thought so.” 

She sauntered back to her chair. Blackmail? Two weeks ago, I’d have been horrified. Today, I 

was impressed. 

 

It’s a classic movie moment. Our hero, trapped in a jungle prison, plots and schemes until finally he 

breaks free . . . to find himself miles from civilization with no idea how to get home. Likewise, my 

ploy to “help” find Simon and Derek had paid off, and I had only the faintest notion of how to use 

the opportunity. 

And Dr. Davidoff didn’t give me time to plot my next move. He called Sue and told the others 

to meet us at the front door. I asked for a pit stop at my room, to grab something warmer, but he 

said they’d do it for me. I had the foresight to specify which sweatshirt I wanted—Liz’s green Gap 

hoodie. 

As Tori and I waited up front with Sue, I felt a now-familiar warm current tickling across the 

back of my neck. 
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“Leaving without saying good-bye?” the demi-demon whispered in my ear. “And leaving me 

trapped here, after all I’ve done for you?” 

There was no menace in her voice, just a teasing lilt. 

“I’m sorry,” I said automatically. 

“An apology? My, my, such a polite child. No need to apologize. I didn’t expect you to free me 

now. You’ll be back when you’re ready, and when you are, I’ll be waiting.” 

“Girls?” Dr. Davidoff said, striding toward us. “Our car is here.” 

As we followed him out, that warm breeze ruffled my hair. “Good-bye, child. And do be careful, 

you and your little band of magic makers and monsters. Keep those lovely powers of yours in check. 

I’d hate for the apocalypse to start without me.” 
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ChaPter ten

 

Ten 

We rode in a minivan with Dr. Davidoff, Tori’s mom, and a driver I didn’t recognize—a blond 

security guy. Behind us, in another car, was Sue, a balding driver, and the dark-haired man who’d 

had the gun the night we’d escaped Lyle House. 

There was a fourth person in that car: Aunt Lauren. I hadn’t seen her—I knew only because Dr. 

Davidoff said she would be. When he did, I’d scrambled into the van as fast as I could, so I 

wouldn’t see her come out. 

How was I going to face Aunt Lauren? Even thinking about it made my stomach ache. I’d spent 

the last twenty-four hours trying hard not to think about her, about what she’d done. 

My mom died when I was five. Aunt Lauren was her younger sister. In all the years of moving 

around with my dad, who was always away on business, leaving me with a succession of nannies and 

housekeepers, Aunt Lauren had been the one sure thing in my life. The person I could count on. So 

after I escaped, when I got hurt, and Rae and I were separated from the guys, we’d gone to her for 

help. 

And Aunt Lauren took me back to Dr. Davidoff. If she’d thought she was sending her 

delusional niece back to the nice folks who could help her, then as angry and hurt as I’d have been, 

I’d have understood. But Aunt Lauren hadn’t been tricked by these people. She was one of them. 

She’d put me—or my mom, I guess—in their experiment. She’d let them kill Brady and Liz and 

the other girl, had maybe even helped them do it. And now, knowing all this, I had to face her and 

pretend it was okay.  

The minivan had a middle seat that could turn around, and that’s where Tori’s mom sat. For the 

first part of the trip, she read her Wall Street Journal, gaze lifting now and then to be sure we hadn’t 
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vanished. Tori and I rode, staring out our respective side windows, as if they weren’t too darkly 

tinted for us to see more than shapes outside. 

There’d been no chance to grab my backpack. Even Tori hadn’t been allowed to bring her purse, 

as much as she’d argued. At least I had money. I’d arrived at Lyle House with my wad of twenties 

and my bank card stuffed in my shoe, and they were still there. I wore jeans, a long-sleeved shirt, and 

sneakers. A change of underwear and socks would have been nice, but right now, my bigger concern 

was how thin my shirt was. 

“Dr. Davidoff?” I leaned as far as my seat belt would allow. “Did you get that sweatshirt for 

me?” 

“Oh, yes. And you’ll need it. It’s chilly out. Diane? Could you pass this to Chloe?” 

When I saw the green hoodie coming over the seat, I let out a sigh of relief.  

“Isn’t that Liz’s?” Tori said. 

“I don’t think so.” 

“No?” She snatched it from me and read the tag. “Since when do you wear a ladies’ medium? I 

bet you aren’t even out of the kid’s department yet.” 

“Very funny. Yes, I usually wear a small—” 

“Extrasmall.” 

“But I like my sweatshirts big, okay?” 

“You think I’m stupid? This is the same hoodie I borrowed from Liz—the one you came into 

my room and asked about the other day.” 

Tori’s mom lowered her newspaper. 

“I—I thought Liz might want it back. Rae mentioned that you still had it so—” 

“So you appointed yourself keeper of my friend’s stuff?” 
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Tori’s mom folded the paper onto her lap, her long red fingernails ironing the crease. “Is that 

Liz’s sweatshirt, Chloe?” 

“M-maybe. When we left Lyle House, I grabbed clothes in the dark. I have one that looks like it. 

I’ll wear it today, then give it to you, so you can get it to Liz.” 

“You better.” Tori started handing it back to me. 

Her mother plucked it from Tori’s fingers and folded it onto her lap. “I’ll see that Liz gets it.” 

“C-can I wear it today? Dr. Davidoff said it’s c-cold—” 

“You’ll be fine.” 

Tori rolled her eyes. “It’s no big deal, Mom. Just give it to her.” 

“I said, no. What part of that isn’t clear, Victoria?” 

Tori grumbled under her breath and turned back to her window. 

Her mom looked at me, her expression unreadable. “I’m sure you’ll be just fine without it.” 

 

When the driver dropped us off on the street behind the factory complex, my teeth were chattering, 

and not just from the cold. Tori’s mom knew why I’d had that sweatshirt—and that I had realized 

Liz was dead. Why else would a necromancer make a point of getting a personal article from her? 

First Dr. Davidoff, now Tori’s mom. Did anyone not see through my schemes? 

Maybe one person. The one who might still see me as sweet little Chloe. The one who thought I 

hadn’t really meant to run away from Lyle House but just got caught up in the plots of those boys. 

“Aunt Lauren?”  

I walked over as she got out of the car with Sue. I felt like I was looking at a stranger who’d 

taken my aunt’s form. 

“You’re freezing.” She rubbed my arms, being careful with the injured one. “Where’s your 

coat?” 
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I saw Tori’s mom watching. If I tattled to Aunt Lauren, she’d tell her why I wanted Liz’s hoodie. 

“I forgot it. It was warmer last week.” 

She looked around. “Does anyone have an extra—?” 

The dark-haired man from Saturday night climbed from the front seat and held out a nylon 

jacket. 

“Thanks, Mike,” Aunt Lauren said, and helped me into it. 

The sleeves dangled six inches past my fingertips. I rolled them up, hoping the extra folds would 

keep me warmer, but the jacket was so thin it didn’t even seem to stop the wind. 

“Do you have the insulin?” I asked. 

“I do, hon. Don’t worry.” 

As the group prepared for the search, I stayed close to Aunt Lauren. She liked that, and kept her 

arm around me, rubbing my shoulder, as if to keep me warm. I gritted my teeth and let her. 

“Now, Chloe,” Dr. Davidoff said when everyone was ready, “tell us where to look.” 

The real rendezvous point was the warehouse nearest the factory. So the goal was to keep them 

as far from that as possible, in case the guys decided now was a good time to check in. 

“We started in the warehouse where you guys tracked us and I did this—” I lifted my injured 

arm. 

“Climbing out the window,” Dr. Davidoff said. 

I nodded. “I didn’t know I’d hurt myself, so we ran. Derek wanted to get us as far from that 

warehouse as possible. We seemed to run and run, going around all these storage buildings, trying to 

find a good hiding spot. I—I wasn’t paying much attention. It was dark and I couldn’t see. Derek 

could, so I followed him.” 

“A werewolf’s enhanced night vision,” Dr. Davidoff murmured. 
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“We finally found a spot that Derek said would make a good place to hide and we should stay 

there until you guys left. But then he smelled the blood—” 

Aunt Lauren’s hand tightened on my shoulder, as if imagining me seconds away from being 

devoured. 

“So he helped me,” I continued. “He bandaged it up. But he said it was bad and I needed stitches. 

Then he smelled Simon. That’s why we left—because of my arm and Simon—but before we did, he 

said the spot would make a good hiding place, that we should remember it.” 

“And you didn’t,” Tori said. “Nice going.” 

“It was dark and I was confused. I figured he meant he’d remember it—” 

“We understand, Chloe,” Dr. Davidoff said. “And you’re right. It certainly sounds more 

promising than your other suggestions. As for whether you’ll know it when you see it, though . . .” 

“We had to rip up my T-shirt to bandage my arm. The rest of my shirt should still be there.” 

“All right, then. Chloe, you go with Mrs. Enright—” 

Aunt Lauren’s hands gripped my shoulders. “I’ll take Chloe.” 

“No, you’ll take Victoria.” 

“But—” 

Tori’s mom cut her off. “Do you have blur spells, Lauren?” 

“No, but—” 

“Do you have any powers at all?” 

Aunt Lauren’s grip on my shoulder tightened. “Yes, Diane. I have the power of medicine, which 

is why I should be the first on the scene when Simon is found—” 

“You’ll be nearby,” Dr. Davidoff said. “I need Chloe to have an escort, but we can’t let the boys 

see her escort. Diane will take care of that.” 
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Eleven 

A blur spell turned out to be like something you see in sci-fi movies, where the villain all but 

disappears, camouflaged behind a magical force field. As an effect, it’s easily done. Apparently, it’s 

just as easy in real life, if you’re a witch. 

Tori’s mom walked right beside me, nearly invisible. With no chance to take off, I had to play 

my role, searching for the rendezvous spot, which gave me the excuse to look for an escape 

opportunity. Maybe a hole in the wall too small for Tori’s mom to follow me through or a 

precarious stack of boxes I could topple onto her head or an abandoned hammer I could brain her 

with. 

I’d never “brained” anyone in my life, but with Tori’s mom, I was willing to try. 

From the front road, the place looked like a regular factory with a few outbuildings. Once you 

got back here, though, there were buildings everywhere, a lot of them not even being used. Prime 

real estate. Or it would be . . . without the smog-spouting factory to bring down the neighborhood. 

Those spewing stacks were the only sign the factory was operational. Probably running well 

below capacity, barely hanging on, like a lot of industry in Buffalo. I had no idea what they made. 

Metal stuff, it looked like from the stock in the warehouses. Once, when we were darting between 

buildings, we had to duck behind some barrels as a trucker drove through the lot, but that was the 

only employee we saw. 

The third building we checked was open, so Tori’s mom didn’t need to cast a spell to unlock it. 

As we stepped in, I thought, This looks promising. The last two had been filled with equipment and 

rolls of metal. This one seemed unused, and was scattered with crates. They weren’t stacked 

precariously, but there was a whole warehouse to search. 

ChaPter eleven
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As we moved in deeper, I saw what looked like an off-balance stack. Near it was a pile of small 

metal pipes, the perfect size for braining someone. 

I headed toward the pipes, my gaze on the ground, as if searching for my torn shirt. 

“I think we can stop this charade now, Chloe,” Tori’s mom said. 

I turned slowly, taking a moment to plaster on my best wide-eyed look. 

“There’s no shirt here,” she said, “or rendezvous point. Perhaps there is, somewhere in this 

complex, but not here.” 

“Let’s try the next—” 

She caught my arm as I walked past. “We all know you’re trying to escape again. Marcel only 

hopes the real rendezvous point is nearby and that you’re laying a trail right now, one that will entice 

Derek back to investigate once he thinks we’re gone.” 

Laying a trail? Oh, no. Why hadn’t I thought of that? I didn’t need to be here to get Derek’s 

attention. If he smelled that I’d been near the factory . . . 

“I-I’m not trying to escape. I want to help Simon. We need to find—” 

“The boys don’t interest me. You do.” 

“Me?” 

Her grip on my arm tightened. “All those kids had been at Lyle House for months, behaving 

themselves, working so hard to get better. Then you arrive and suddenly we have a full-scale mutiny 

on our hands. Within a week, four residents are on the run. Quite the little instigator, aren’t you?” 

I’d been the catalyst, not the instigator. But it wouldn’t win me any brownie points to correct 

her. 

She continued. “You took action while the rest swallowed our lies and prayed for rescue. My 

daughter didn’t even have the guts to join you.” 
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Umm, because you crushed any fight left in her? Because you made her think she had to play perfect patient to 

please you?  

“The Fates played us a nasty twist, Chloe Saunders. They stuck you with dear Aunt Lauren, 

always fretting and wringing her hands. A perfect match for my spineless daughter. But where fate 

wrongs us, free will can make things right. I think you and I can reach an agreement that will benefit 

us both.” She released my arm. “Dr. Gill tells me you contacted spirits from Lyle’s early 

experiments.” 

I said nothing, my gaze steady. 

“I know she confronted you,” Tori’s mom continued. “Something of a fanatic, our Dr. Gill, as 

I’m sure you noticed. She’s obsessed with Lyle’s secrets. Ambition is healthy. Obsession is not.” She 

eyed me. “So what did these spirits tell you?” 

“Nothing. I’d accidentally raised them from the dead, so they weren’t too interested in chatting 

with me.” 

She laughed. “I suppose not. But for you, at your age, to raise the dead . . . ?” Her eyes glittered. 

“Remarkable.” 

Okay, that was dumb. I just confirmed I’d raised the dead. A lesson in playing it cool—don’t. 

“Could you contact them again?” she asked. 

“I could try.” 

“Resourceful and reasonable. That’s a combination that will take you far. Here’s what we’ll do, 

then. I’ll tell Dr. Davidoff we found the spot here. The shirt was gone, likely taken by the boys. But 

they left this.” She pulled a page from her pocket. It was from Simon’s sketch pad, carefully torn 

out. On one side was a partial drawing, clearly Simon’s work. On the other side, she’d written in 

block letters: BSC CAFE 2 PM. 
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“Meet at the Buffalo State cafeteria at two,” I said. “The page is too clean, though. They’ll know 

it wasn’t left here.” 

I took it, walked over by the metal pipe, crouched, and brushed the note across the dirty floor. 

Then I paused, still hunched over, and looked up at her. 

“What about the insulin?” 

“I’m sure those boys have already found some.” 

“Can we leave it here, just in case?” 

She hesitated. She didn’t want to bother, but if it would win my trust . . . 

“I’ll get the vials from Lauren later and bring them back,” she said. “Now, though, we need to 

report that note.” 

She turned to leave. I wrapped my fingers around a metal pipe, then sprang up, swinging it at the 

back of her head. 

She spun, fingers flicking. I sailed backward into a stack of boxes, the pipe flying from my hands 

and clanging to the floor. I scrambled for it, but she was faster, snatching it up and brandishing it. 

Her mouth opened, but before she could get out a word, a crate shot from the stack over my 

head. She sidestepped as it whizzed past. Behind it stood Liz. 

I lunged for the pile of pipes, but Mrs. Enright hit me with another spell. My feet sailed out, my 

outstretched hands hitting the floor, pain blasting through my injured arm. As I looked around, I 

caught a glimpse of Liz’s nightshirt behind the stacks of crates. 

“Elizabeth Delaney, I presume.” Mrs. Enright moved back against a wall, her gaze flitting from 

side to side, ready for the next flying object. “So it seems, in death, you’ve finally mastered your 

powers. If only it had been sooner. Such a waste.” 

Liz froze between stacks, her face stricken as Mrs. Enright confirmed her death. Then she 

squared her shoulders and, eyes narrowing, fixed them on a stack of crates. 
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“Even in death, you can be useful, Elizabeth,” Mrs. Enright said. “A poltergeist is a rare find, 

one that will help Dr. Davidoff overcome his disappointment at losing dear Simon and Derek.” 

The crates shuddered and cracked as Liz pushed, tendons popping with the strain. I frantically 

motioned for her to concentrate on just the top one. She nodded and pushed it . . . but Mrs. Enright 

simply stepped out of range. 

“Enough of that, Elizabeth,” she said calmly as the crates crashed behind her. 

Liz grabbed a loose board and hurled it at her. 

“I said, enough.” 

She hit me with another spell, this one a jolt of electricity that left me on the floor, gasping and 

shaking. Liz crouched over me. I whispered I was okay and pushed up until I was sitting. My whole 

body throbbed. 

Mrs. Enright looked around, unable to see Liz unless she was moving something. “I can’t hurt 

you, Elizabeth, but I can hurt Chloe. If so much as a scrap of wood flies, I’ll hit her with another 

energy bolt. Is that clear?” 

I struggled to my feet, then raced for the door. I made it five feet before I froze. Literally. 

“It’s called a binding spell,” Mrs. Enright said. “Very useful. Now, Elizabeth, you are going to 

behave while Chloe and I—” 

The spell broke. I stumbled, twisting to regain my balance, and looked up to see her frozen 

instead. A dark figure stepped from the shadows. 

“A binding spell?” Tori strolled over. “Is that what you call it, Mom? You’re right. It is useful.” 

She walked in front of her mother’s still form. “So I’m a disappointment, am I? Chloe is the 

daughter you wish you’d had? You know, I’d be really hurt by that . . . if I thought you actually knew 

her. Or me.” She stepped closer. “Shopping, Mom? I’m locked in a cell, my life is falling apart, and 
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you really believed I wanted to go shopping? You don’t know me any better than she does.” She 

waved at me. “You—” 

Tori staggered back with a gasp as her mother broke free and hit her with a spell. 

“You’ve got a lot of learning to do, Victoria, if you think you can hurt me.” 

Tori met her mother’s gaze. “You think I came here for revenge? This is called an escape.” 

“Escape? So you’re going to run off and live on the streets? Daddy’s princess sleeping in alleys?” 

Tori’s eyes flashed, but she only said calmly, “I’ll be fine.” 

“With what? Did you bring money? A bank card?” 

“And how would I get that, when you locked me up?” 

“I bet Chloe has some. I bet she never left her room without it, just in case.” 

They both looked at me. I didn’t say a word, but my answer must have shown on my face. Mrs. 

Enright laughed.  

“Oh, I’m going to get money, Mom,” Tori said. “I’ll take it from you.” 

She slammed her arms down and a wave of energy smacked into her mother and me, tottering 

us backward. Tori waved her hands over her head. Sparks flew, caught in a gust of wind that wailed 

around us in a whirlwind of dirt and sawdust. I squeezed my eyes shut and covered my nose and 

mouth. 

“You call that powerful magic, Victoria?” her mother shouted over the wind. “It’s a temper 

tantrum. You haven’t changed at all. Only now, you call on the forces of nature to howl and stomp 

for you.” 

“You think that’s all I can do? Just watch—” 

Tori froze in a binding spell. The wind stopped. The dust and sparks fluttered to the floor. 

“I’m watching,” Mrs. Enright said, “and all I see is a spoiled brat with a fancy new car, tearing 

around, not caring who gets hurt. As selfish and inconsiderate as ever.” 
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Tori’s eyes glistened with tears. As her mother advanced on her, I eased back toward the pile of 

metal pipes. 

“Now, Victoria, if you’re done throwing tantrums, I’m going to call Lauren to come and get you, 

and hopefully she can manage to keep you this time.” 

Liz was circling toward Mrs. Enright, her gaze on another pile of crates. I shook my head. The 

angle was wrong and she’d see it falling. I bent and lifted a bar. 

“Lauren Fellows won’t be the only person reprimanded for this little escapade,” Mrs. Enright 

continued. “You’ve just earned yourself a week in your room, alone, no classes, no visitors, no MP3 

player. Just a lot of time to think about—” 

I swung the pipe. It hit the back of her head with an ugly thwack. The weapon flew from my 

hands. She teetered and I thought I hadn’t hit her hard enough. I tripped over my feet to get to the 

pipe, now rolling away. 

Then she fell. 

Tori broke from the spell and raced to her mother, dropping beside her. I did the same and 

checked her pulse. 

“I think she’s okay,” I said. 

Tori just knelt there, staring down at her mother. 

I touched her arm. “If we want to go, we have—” 

She shook me off. I leaped to my feet, ready to leave her. Then I realized what she was doing—

checking her mother’s pockets. 

“Nothing,” she said through her teeth. “Not even a credit card.” 

“I’ve got money. Come on.” 

One last look at her mother, and she followed. 
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#H&%#8&!2&3.&%#2$%&!-?!E$'1!#?/!9&0&3=&%!-)!+?'1!,+$%2&&?!/&8%&&)P!:+7!2*#2!-)!3&))&/!

$.5Q!!

A*&1!,&''!)-'&?2!#)!9#H-/!#2&!#!)#?/7-0*!#?/!"#$%&'!.+4&/!#2!#!)#'#/!7-2*!#!,+%45!

OD1!3+3!.#04&/!3&!#?!&F2%#!0$.0#4&<Q!9#H-/!)#-/<!=%&#4-?8!2*&!)-'&?0&5!OM#?2!-2PQ!

;&!*&'/!+$2!#!.%&221!0$.0#4&!7-2*!='$&!,%+)2-?85!O@2()!*+3&3#/&5Q!

O:+<!2*#?4)5Q!

9#H-/!'++4&/!#2!*&%!)#'#/!/+$=2,$''1<!2*&?!=#04!#2!2*&!0$.0#4&5!OB*<!+4#15Q!

"#$%&'!%&#'-I&/!7*#2!9#H-/!7#)!2*-?4-?8!#?/!)-8*&/5!M*1!7#)!2*#2!2*&!,-%)2!0+?0'$)-+?!

&H&%1+?&!#'7#1)!J$3.&/!2+P!C$%&'1!)*&!7#)?(2!2*&!+?'1!.&%)+?!-?!2*&!7+%'/!7*+!J$)2!%&#''1!

'-4&/!H&8&2#='&)5!"#$%&'!2#..&/!+?&!,-?8&%?#-'!#8#-?)2!*&%!0#?!+,!C.%-2&5!O@2()!?+2!/-&25Q!

O@!/-/?(2!3&#?GQ!

O@(3!H&8#?<Q!"#$%&'!-?2&%%$.2&/5!OV%&221!)2%-02<!#02$#''15Q!

OB*<!1&#*PQ!

C*&!?+//&/<!2*&?!'#$8*&/!)2-,,'15!OT#?(2!*#H&!2++!3#?1!H&88-&)<!%-8*2PQ!

O@!8$&))!?+25Q!

9#H-/!0'&#%&/!*-)!2*%+#2!#?/!#)4&/<!OC+<!7*&?!/-/!1+$!3+H&!*&%&PQ!

O@?!D#15!@(H&!=&&?!7+%4-?8!#2!31!/#/()!)2+%&!#!'+25!;&!+7?)!2*&!=++4)2+%&!

/+7?2+7?5Q!
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OU&#''1PQ!9#H-/!#)4&/5!O@!7&?2!-?!2*&%&!'#)2!7&&45!@2()!#!8%&#2!)2+%&5!@!/+?(2!%&3&3=&%!

)&&-?8!1+$!2*+$8*5Q!

OA*#2()!31!3+3()!,#$'25!C*&!/%#88&/!3&!#%+$?/!)*+..-?8!,+%!)0*++'!)$..'-&)!#''!

7&&45!A*-)!-)!2*&!,-%)2!1&#%!@!*#H&?(2!=&&?!*+3&)0*++'&/!#?/!31!3+3()!0+?H-?0&/!@!/+?(2!

*#H&!&?+$8*!)$..'-&)5Q!

O;+3&)0*++'&/PQ!

OS&#*5!A*&1(%&!,+%0-?8!3&!2+!8+!.$='-0!2*-)!1&#%5Q!

;&!8%-??&/5!OM&''<!@(3!8'#/!2*&1!/-/5Q!;&!'++4&/!/+7?!#2!*-)!0$.0#4&!,+%!#!,&7!

)&0+?/)!=&,+%&!#)4-?8<!O9+!1+$!3-))!1+$%!+'/!2+7?PQ!

OC+3&2-3&)5Q!C*&!)3-'&/!)+,2'15!OL$2!-2()!?-0&!*&%&5!D1!+'/!2+7?<!B%-04<!-)!)&%-+$)'1!

)3#''5!"-4&!,-H&!*$?/%&/!.&+.'&!)3#''5Q!

OM+75Q!;&!0*$04'&/5!O"565()!J$)2!#!'-22'&!=-88&%!2*#?!2*#25Q!

C*&!'#$8*&/!#?/!0*+4&/!+?!*&%!)+/#5!

9#H-/!'++4&/!'-4&!*&!7#)!%&#/1!2+!#)4!)+3&2*-?8!&')&<!=$2!2*&!=&''!)+$?/&/!#?/!*&!

)3-'&/!-?)2&#/5!OT#?!7&!/+!2*-)!#8#-?!2+3+%%+7PQ!;&!*&)-2#2&/!,+%!#!)&0+?/<!2*&?!#//&/<!

OM-2*!31!,%-&?/)<!3#1=&PQ!

"#$%&'()!,-%)2!-?)2-?02!7#)!2+!)#1!?+<!=$2!)*&(/!&?J+1&/!9#H-/()!0+3.#?15!L&)-/&)<!

)+0-#'-I-?8!3+%&!7#)!1&2!#?+2*&%!%&#)+?!*&%!3+3!*#/!-?)-)2&/!+?!.$='-0!)0*++'!2*-)!1&#%5!

OC$%&<Q!)*&!)#-/!=&,+%&!)*&!0+$'/!'+)&!*&%!?&%H&5!OA*#2(/!=&!,$?5Q!

O67&)+3&5Q!;&!)2++/!#?/!+,,&%&/!*&%!*-)!*#?/5!;&!.$''&/!*&%!2+!*&%!,&&2!#?/!8%-??&/!

'+.)-/&/'1!,+%!#!3-?$2&5!OM&''<!@(''!5!5!5!)&&!1+$!#%+$?/<!@!8$&))5Q!
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C*&!7#20*&/!*-3!7#'4!#7#15!;-)!J#04&2!#?/!'++)&>,-22-?8!J&#?)!'++4&/!3+%&!+%!'&))!

'-4&!&H&%1+?&!&')&()<!=$2!2*&%&!7#)!#!)$%&?&))!-?!*-)!7#'4!2*#2!)&2!*-3!#.#%2!,%+3!2*&!0%+7/5!

"#$%&'!7#)!&?H-+$)!+,!2*#2!0+?,-/&?2!)2%-/&5!

D#1=&!)+3&/#15!

"#$%&'!2*%&7!*&%!=#04.#04!+?!2*&!0+$?2&%!#?/!)'$3.&/!+?2+!#!=#%)2++'5!;&%!3+3<!C#%#*<!

8'#?0&/!$.!,%+3!2*&!=%&#/!)*&!7#)!4?&#/-?85!O;+7!7#)!)0*++'PQ!

O@2!)$04&/5Q!

;&%!*#?/)!)2+..&/5!O"#?8$#8&<!"#$%&'5Q!

OM&''<!-2!/-/5!6?/!2*&%&()!?+2!#!=&22&%!7+%/!2+!/&)0%-=&!-25Q!

OS+$!*#H&!2+!8-H&!-2!)+3&!2-3&<!*+?5Q!

OWH&%1+?&!)2#%&)!#2!3&!'-4&!@(3!#!,%&#45Q!

OA*&1!)2#%&!#2!1+$!=&0#$)&!1+$(%&!?&75Q!

O@!/+?(2!'++4!'-4&!&H&%1+?&!&')&5Q!

;&%!3+3!8%-??&/5!OM+$'/!1+$!7#?2!2+PQ!

"#$%&'!%+''&/!*&%!&1&)<!=$2!)*&!*#/!2+!#/3-2!*&%!3+2*&%!*#/!)0+%&/!#!.+-?25!C*&!

3-8*2!=&!*+3&)0*++'&/!#?/!#!'-22'&!)*&'2&%&/<!=$2!)*&!4?&7!)*&!'++4&/!#!'+2!'-4&!2*&!2&&?)!

-?!3#8#I-?&)!#?/!+?!2&'&H-)-+?5!

6?/!)*&!'-4&/!-25!

6/+'&)0&?0&!*#/!=&&?!4-?/!2+!*&%5!;&%!#'3+)2!2%#?)'$0&?2!7*-2&!)4-?!*#/?(2!)$,,&%&/!

2*&!&,,&02)!+,!#0?&!#?/!*&%!='+?/!*#-%!*#/!?&H&%!=&&?!8%&#)15!C*&!7#)!#!)3#''<!'-2*&!!!!!

,-,2&&?>1&#%>+'/!7-2*!#!.&%,&02'1!+H#'!,#0&!#?/!'-8*2!8%&&?!&1&)5!C*&(/!#'7#1)!=&&?!2*-?<!=$2!

?+2!2++!2*-?<!#?/!*#/!&H&?!/&H&'+.&/!)+3&!0$%H&)!-?!2*&!'#)2!,&7!1&#%)5!;&%!'-3=)!7&%&!

'+?8!#?/!7-''+71!#?/!)*&!7#'4&/!7-2*!#!/#?0&%()!8%#0&<!/&).-2&!*#H-?8!?&H&%!2#4&?!'&))+?)5!
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O@!3&#?2!@!/%&))!/-,,&%&?2'15Q!

OS+$!0+$'/!/%&))!'-4&!&H&%1+?&!&')&!-,!1+$!7#?2&/!2+5Q!

OS&#*<!=$2!2*&1!#''!7&#%!0'$?41!)*+&)!#?/!2-8*2!J&#?)!#?/!'-4&<!2*%&&!)*-%2)!#''!'#1&%&/!

+?!2+.!+,!&#0*!+2*&%5Q!

OC+PQ!

O@!/+?(2!'-4&!2-8*2!0'+2*&)5!A*&1(%&!)0%#20*1!#?/!3#4&!3&!,&&'!#747#%/5!6?/!%&#''1<!

7*+!0+$'/!.+))-='1!7#?2!2+!7&#%!0'$?41!)*+&)P!S$045Q!

OC+!7&#%!7*#2!1+$!7#?25!@,!1+$%!0'+2*&)!#%&!&?+$8*!2+!/%-H&!7+$'/>=&!,%-&?/)!#7#1<!

2*&1(%&!?+2!2*&!4-?/!+,!,%-&?/)!1+$!7#?25Q!

A1.-0#'!3+2*&%!#/H-0&5!C7&&2<!*+?&)2<!#?/!0+3.'&2&'1!$)&'&))5!O@2()!'+$/!2*&%&5Q!

;&%!3+3!)2+..&/!4?&#/-?8!#?/!=%$)*&/!*&%!=#?8)!+$2!+,!*&%!,#0&<!'&#H-?8!#!,'+$%1!

)2%&#4!+?!*&%!=%+75!OC7&&2*&#%2<!1+$!0#?!*#%/'1!&F.&02!#?!&?2-%&!*-8*!)0*++'!2+!=&!#)!N$-&2!

#)!2*&!27+!+,!$)!#''!#'+?&5!L&!%&#)+?#='&5Q!

O@!#3!%&#)+?#='&5!@(3!?+2!2#'4-?8!#=+$2!?&0&))#%1!?+-)&K!2*&1!%$?!#%+$?/!'-4&!7-'/!

3+?4&1)5!A*&1!)*%-&4!#?/!'#$8*!#?/!7*-?&!#2!2*&!2+.!+,!2*&-%!'$?8)5!6?/!2*&1!3#4&!+$2!#2!

2*&-%!'+04&%)5Q!

;&%!3+3!%&)2&/!*&%!*#?/!+?!*&%!*-.5!O6?12*-?8!&')&PQ!

OS&)5!A*&!*#'')!#%&!/#%45Q!

OA*&1!#%&!?+2!/#%4<Q!*&%!3+3!)#-/<!*&%!2+?&!)'-8*2'1!)0+'/-?85!O@!2+$%&/!2*#2!&?2-%&!

)0*++'!7-2*!1+$!'#)2!7&&4!#?/!#''!2*&!7#'')!#%&!7*-2&5Q!

OL$2!2*&%&!#%&!?+!7-?/+7)<!J$)2!2*+)&!#7,$'!,'$+%&)0&?2!'-8*2)5!A*&1(%&!)+!,#4&!#?/!

2*&1!/+?(2!=%-?8!#?1!%&#'!'-8*2!2+!2*&!*#''7#1)5!A*&1(%&!J$)2!5!5!5!/#%45!@!3-))!B%-045Q!
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;&%!3+3!=&8#?!)*#.-?8!2*&!/+$8*!-?2+!'+#H&)5!OA&''!3&!)+3&2*-?8!8++/!#=+$2!

2+/#15!@!3&#?!-25Q!

"#$%&'!7#?/&%&/!+H&%!2+!2*&!,%-/8&5!

O:+<Q!*&%!3+3!)#-/<!.$22-?8!$.!+?&!*#?/!2+!)2+.!*&%5!OC+3&2*-?8!8++/!,-%)25Q!

OX3!5!5!5!@!3&2!#!?-0&!8$1<Q!)*&!)#-/<!)2&..-?8!#%+$?/!*&%!3+3()!#%3!#?/!8%#==-?8!#!

)+/#5!O9#H-/!5!5!5!9#H-/!)+3&2*-?85Q!

@2!7#)!*&%!3+3()!2$%?!2+!%+''!*&%!&1&)5!OB,!0+$%)&5!M&!3+H&!2+!#!?&7!2+7?!#?/!@!

)2#%2!1+$!-?!#!=%#?/>?&7!)0*++'!#?/!2*&!,-%)2!.&%)+?!1+$!'#20*!+?!2+!-)!#!8$15Q!

O@2()!?+2!'-4&!2*#25Q!

O@(3!4-//-?85Q!

"#$%&'!)2++/!)-'&?2'1<!'-)2&?-?8!2+!2*&!)'#.!+,!=%&#/!/+$8*!+?!2*&!0+$?2&%5!

OD+3PQ!

OS&#*PQ!

"#$%&'!/%&7!-?!#!/&&.!=%&#2*5!O9+!@!%&#''1!*#H&!2+!4&&.!8+-?8PQ!

;&%!3+3!%$==&/!*&%!2&3.'&)5!O"#$%&'<!7&(H&!=&&?!2*%+$8*!2*-)!#'%&#/15Q!

OL$2GQ!

O:+5!M&(%&!?+2!8+-?8!2+!#%8$&!#=+$2!-2!#8#-?5Q!C*&!'&#?&/!+?!2*&!0+$?2&%<!*&%!,#0&!

0'+)&!2+!"#$%&'()5!O@!/+?(2!,&&'!N$#'-,-&/!2+!*+3&)0*++'!1+$!#?13+%&5!A%$2*!=&!2+'/<!@!

.%+=#='1!)*+$'/!*#H&!.$2!1+$!-?!3-//'&!)0*++'5!@2!7#)!J$)2!)$0*!#!'+?8!/%-H&!,%+3!B%-04!#?/!

1+$%!/#/!7#)!0+33$2-?8!#'%&#/1!#?/!5!5!5!#?17#15!@2()!2-3&5Q!

OL$2!1+$!0+$'/!+%/&%!+?&!+,!2*+)&!*+3&)0*++'-?8!.%+8%#3)5!@!'++4&/!2*&3!$.!

+?'-?&<Q!"#$%&'!)#-/!*$%%-&/'1!7*&?!*&%!3+3!+.&?&/!*&%!3+$2*5!OS+$!/+?(2!#02$#''1!*#H&!

2+!/+!2*&!2&#0*-?85!A*&!3#2&%-#'!0+H&%)!&H&%12*-?85Q!
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O6?/!*+7!3$0*!/+&)!-2!0+)2PQ!*&%!3+3!)#-/<!*&%!H+-0&!N$-&2<!+?&!&1&=%+7!%#-)&/!

.+-?2&/'15!

"#$%&'!7#)!)-'&?25!

O"-)2&?<Q!*&%!3+3!)#-/<!#,2&%!#!.#$)&<!O-?!#!,&7!3+?2*)<!2*#2()!)+3&2*-?8!7&!0#?!

0+?)-/&%!-,!1+$!)2-''!*#2&!)0*++'5!L$2!$?2-'!+$%!.%+.&%21!-?!B%-04!)&'')<!7&!/+?(2!*#H&!2*&!

3+?&1!,+%!#?12*-?8!&F2%#5!S+$!4?+7!2*#25Q!

"#$%&'!'++4&/!/+7?!#2!2*&!0+$?2&%<!*&%!)*+$'/&%)!)'$3.&/5!

A*&!3#-?!%&#)+?!2*&1(/!3+H&/!2+!T%&)0&?2!T-21!-?!2*&!,-%)2!.'#0&!7#)!=&0#$)&!*&%!

/#/!*#/!=+$8*2!#!=++4)2+%&!/+7?!+?!M#)*-?82+?!C2%&&25!W#%'1!-?!2*&!1&#%<!*&(/!=&&?!

/%-H-?8!2*%+$8*!#?/!)#7!#!Y+%!C#'&!)-8?!+?!#!=++4)2+%&!2*#2!7#)!8+-?8!+$2!+,!=$)-?&))5!

"#$%&'!%&3&3=&%&/!'-)2&?-?8!2+!*&%!.#%&?2)!2#'4!,+%!7&&4)!#=+$2!7*#2!2*&1!0+$'/!/+!2+!=$1!

2*&!)2+%&G#!)*#%&/!/%&#3!)-?0&!2*&1(/!,-%)2!8+22&?!3#%%-&/G=$2!2*&!?$3=&%)!?&H&%!#//&/!

$.5!

A*&?<!-?!'#2&!6.%-'<!#!8$1!?#3&/!E&%&3-#*!L#%?&)!#..%+#0*&/!"#$%&'()!/#/!7*&%&!*&!

7#)!7+%4-?8!-?!W$%&4#!7-2*!-?2&%&)2!-?!2*&-%!.%+.&%21!-?!B%-045!;&%!/#/!*#/!0+3&!*+3&!

.%#02-0#''1!=+$?0-?8!7-2*!&F0-2&3&?25!A*&!%&)2!*#..&?&/!-?!)$0*!#!7*-%'7-?/!"#$%&'!0+$'/!

*#%/'1!%&3&3=&%!7*#2!*#..&?&/!,-%)25!;&%!.#%&?2)!).&?2!)&H&%#'!/#1)!#2!2*&!=#?4!-?!

L%++4-?8)!#?/!=1!&#%'1!D#1<!2*&!=++4)2+%&!7#)!2*&-%)!#?/!2*&1!7&%&!3+H-?8!,%+3!2*&-%!

)3#''!0#=-?!-?!B%-04!2+!#?!&H&?!)3#''&%!*+$)&!-?!T%&)0&?2!T-215!

L$2!2*&!3+?2*)!0%&.2!=1!#?/!)2-''!2*-?8)!7&%&?(2!,-?#'-I&/!7-2*!D%5!L#%?&)5!X?2-'!2*&1!

7&%&<!3+?&1!7#)!2-8*2<!*&%!/#/!7+%4&/!'+?8!*+$%)!#2!2*&!)2+%&<!#?/!"#$%&'!7#)!)2$04!-?!

*-8*!)0*++'5!
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;&%!3+3!'#-/!+?&!*#?/!+H&%!*&%)<!7#%3!#?/!0+3,+%2-?85!O"#$%&'<!#)-/&!,%+3!2*&!

0+)2<!1+$!#')+!?&&/!2+!'&#%?!2+!0+?N$&%!?&7!2*-?8)5!A*-)!7-''!=&!)+!8++/!,+%!1+$5!:&F2!1&#%!

1+$!0#?!2#4&!6V!0'#))&)!#?/!1+$!0+$'/!J+-?!#!2&#3!+%!#!0'$=5!A*+)&!#''!'++4!%&#''1!8++/!+?!

0+''&8&!#..'-0#2-+?)5Q!

O@!4?+75!L$2GQ!

O@(3!2*&!3+3<Q!)*&!)#-/!7-2*!#!8%-?!2*#2!)+,2&?&/!*&%!,-%3!2+?&5!O6?/!@!)#1!)0*++'5Q!

"#$%&'!*$3.*&/!#?/!=&8#?!2%#0-?8!*&%!,-?8&%!#'+?8!2*&!8%+$2!=&27&&?!2*&!2-'&)!+?!

2*&!0+$?2&%2+.5!

A*&!0'+04!2-04&/!'+$/'1!#)!*&%!3+3!)'-/!2*&!.#?)!-?2+!2*&!+H&?!#?/!)&2!2*&!2-3&%5!

OD+3<!/+!7&!*#H&!#?1!+,!1+$%!0#??&/!.&#0*&)P!@(3!*$?8%15Q!

;&%!3+3!)2#%&/!#2!"#$%&'5!OS+$(%&!*$?8%1PQ!

"#$%&'!2%#0&/!)7-%')!2*%+$8*!2*&!0+?/&?)#2-+?!+?!2*&!)+/#!0#?!7-2*!*&%!,-?8&%<!

#H+-/-?8!*&%!3+3()!8#I&5!O@!8+2!*$?8%1!2*-)!#,2&%?++?5!@?!'#)2!.&%-+/5Q!

;&%!3+3!7#)!2%1-?8!?+2!2+!3#4&!#!=-8!/&#'!+,!2*-)<!=$2!2*&1!=+2*!4?&7!-2!7#)!+$2!+,!

2*&!+%/-?#%15!"#$%&'!%#%&'1!,&'2!*$?8%15!;&%!.#%&?2)!*#/!=$88&/!"#$%&'!#=+$2!*&%!7&-%/!

&#2-?8!*#=-2)!,+%!1&#%)5!C*&!#2&!#2!&#0*!3&#'!2+!)#2-),1!2*&3<!=$2!-2!7#)?(2!)+3&2*-?8!)*&!,&'2!

)*&!?&&/&/<!3$0*!'&))!&?J+1&/5!

A*#2()!7*1!*&%!3+3!,-?#''1!#8%&&/!2+!4&&.!2*&!,%-/8&!)2+04&/!7-2*!C.%-2&5!C*&!%#-'&/!

#8#-?)2!2*&!#)>1&2>$?/+0$3&?2&/!/&2%-3&?2)!+,!0#%=+?#2-+?K!=$2!)*&!0+$'/?(2!#%8$&!7-2*!

2*&!Z[\!0#'+%-&)!.&%!0#?5!A*#2!7#)!Z[\!3+%&!2*#?!7#2&%5!62!'&#)2!2*-)!7#1!)*&!4?&7!"#$%&'!
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then don’t miss the following…

www.harperteen.com

New from HarperTeen

Coming Soon 
 from HarperTeen

Supernatural Summer Sampler,
If you liked the books featured in the 
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Don’t miss 
any of the 
books in

series!

www.harperteen.com/luxebooks
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Don’t miss a single scandal!
everyone in ultra-exclusive rosewood, 
pennsylvania, has something to hide. . .

find out what the pretty little liars  
are hiding at www.prettylittleliars.com.

check out www.prettylittleliarsbooks.com  
for series gossip, games, and giveaways.
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Upper East Siders Cate and Andie and British-born Stella  
and Lola are about to become one big happy family.

Well, big anyway.

Style. Sabotage. Sisterhood.
www.sloanesisters.com

A new series about sisterhood, sibling rivalry, and ruling 
Manhattan’s most exclusive middle school.


